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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

We Loan Cash!

Horace Perkins—Notice of foreclosure.
Owen Byrn—Notice.
C C Burrlll—Insurance.
W R Parker Clothing Co—Clothing.

time we've loaned money to
charged them only a fair rate of

Many

a

out of

an

people in this sectioninterest—helped them nicely

embarrassing situation. This is but one of the many
good features of our up-to-date banking service, an investigation of which we most earnestly invite- All transactions held
in strictest confidence.

C. C. Burrill,

Boyd Bartlett and family, who have
been visiting his mother in this city, left
yesterday for Castine, where they will
visit relatives and friends for some weeks.

Reliable Clothing Co—Clothing.
Floyd & Haynes—New cash market.
David

Friend—Clothing.

shirt-waist party by the Usona club
Friday evening was well attended,
and an enjoyable evening wbb spent in
cards and dancing. Refreshments were
The

Haven, Me:
Moses C Trundy—Caution notice.
Cape Homier:
Orlando B Howard—Freedom notice.
Lawrence, Mams:
Lawrence Knitting Co—Agent wanted.

B,,""L5“!:B."""'ns’

ELL8WORTH POST-OFFICE.
In

Going

effect June 15, 1903.

East—6.13, 7,21

pm.
Going West—11.56

a

2.23,5.81 and 10.28 p

m,

CLOSES AT TOST-OFFICE.
Going East—7.C0 a m, 8.45, 5.30 and 10 p
Going West—11.20 a m, 2, 5 and 10 p m.

m.

MAIL

m.

Mall trains arrive from the west at 6.18 a m,
12 52 and 6.11 p m. Leave for the west at 2.28,
5.31 and 10.28 p m. Mall closes for the west at
2, 5 and 10 p m.
-*

__

THE AMERICAN is on sale in
Ellsworth at the news stands of

The

GEO.

H.

C. H. behind, J. A. Thompson
and H. W. Estey. Single copies,

GRANT CO.,

cents;
$1.50 per

5

Qeorge Sinclair, who

enlisted

the

lty

navy with several other Ellsworth boys
two years ago. Is home on a furlough of
two weeks. During the past winter Mr.

Mrs. Q. P. Dutton and Miss Louise go
to Hancock Point to-day where they
will be theguestB lor a week of Judge
and Mrs. Wiswell, who are occupying the
Hamlin cottage this summer.
Last Sunday was Children’s day at the
Methodist church.
The edifice
was
crowded in the evening, the occasion
a
being Sunday Bchool concert, at which
an

excellent programme

carried out.

was

party of fourteen young ladies went
on a hayrack ride to Marlavllle one
day
year in advance.
last week.
They were delightfully en|
tertained
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Aaron
Parby
Miss Ruth Goodwin is visiting relatives
sons.
All pronounced it a very enjoyable
in Boston.

General Insurance and Real Estate.
ELLSWORTH and BAR HARBOR, ME.
LONC DISTANCE

formerly

Sinclair has been in southern waters.

SUNDAY.

TELEPHONE._

subscription

A

price,

Miss Helen Campbell is visiting friends
in Surry.

affair.

The Unitarian Sunday school and its
! friends will have their annual picnic at
Margaret Dresser is visiting rela- Green Lake next
Wednesday, July 8.
A V JJthe most pop-ff
The largest. Flref f
tives in Cherryfleld.
I '1VT A
Through the courtesy of C. L. Morang,
nlar is the
/I ^ £ I N
\J I t \ 1
Company Is 111*
Miss Marion E. Joy is quite ill at her
Camp Comfort will be at the disposal of
home on High street.
the picnickers.
We have them, ami their policies cost no more than those of small companies.
W
ami
cash
settlements.
Miss Velma Rogers, of Brewer, is visitgive the low est rates,
David McRae and wife and Addison
ing friends in Ellsworth.
Saunders and wife are visiting Mrs. McINSURANCE AND
n
YV
FV
L. B. Deasy, of Bar Harbor, is in the Rae’s and Mrs. Saunders’ parents, C. H.
i nr
i ,
n. TAPI
u.
rea l estate
Grindal and wife.
Mr. McRae is emcity to-day on business.
Mr. Saunders is a
Mark Hertz left to-day for a short ployed In Boston.
western travelling man.
HUNKER,
business trip in Boston.
THE
Thomas F. Dolan', of Boston, was in
Mrs. Eugene Hale arrived in Ellsworth
OF BAR HARBOR,
this city to-day in the interest of the
Iasi week for the summer.
Miss

j)R.

wishes to announce that hereafter he will give
special attention to the treatment of diseases of
the

Eye, Xose,

Throat and Ear.

Offl(v equipped with ail the modern instruments and appliances for the examination and
treatment of these diseases.
Easy access to Bar Harbor hospital, where
patients receive the best of care at reasonable
rates.

Mary P. Calnane, of Boston, is at

Miss
home

on

Dr.

H.

her annual vacation.
W.

Haynes

y'

family

and

Shady Nook for the summer.
Dodge; wife and daughter, of
Harbor, were in town Saturday and

gone to

I-.

II. C.
Bar

Sunday.

Makes Life’s
Walk

L. Delaittre, wife and daughter, of
Minneapolis, Minn., are in town visiting
relatives.
John

Easy.

The evening services in the Baptist
church for the summer will be at 7.30

We sell it.

instead of 7.

J. F. Emery, of Great Pond, has
the city
for several days, the
guest of Mrs. S. J. Chilcott.
Dr. William Peters, of Boston, is spending his vacation at East Lamoiue with his
brother, Judge J. A. Peters, jr.
Mrs.

been in

Miss

II. E. CONDON, Manager.

Ray N. Whiting,

making

who has

extended visit in the

an

been

West, is

expected to arrive home this afternoou.

Cleansing,
Pressing

Ceo. A. Parcher,
Wholesale and Retail

DRUGGIST.

Theodore

covering a
and WeBt.

and

Repairing

Ralph
Springs

Neatly Done.

summer

MAINE.

Refrigerators

has

a

position

telegraph operator

as

Poland

to

gone

has

for the
for

the

Union.

own

home.

W.

Business.

to the public that we have leased the F.
H. Osgood stable on Franklin
This stable has been
street.
thoroughly renovated, and we

beg

are

now

announce

H. Titus,
former local editor of
American, and Mrs. Titus are
expected here Friday. Mrs. Titus will
remain during the summer.

prepared

to

keep

a

First-Class Livery, Boarding

I. L. Halrnan has been in
the

Ellsworth

family

past week with his

here for the

He

summer.

for

who

are

to

re-

expects

turn to Boston to-morrow.

Evangelist

Williams

South Hancock next

Mr.

made himself

will
preach at
Sunday morniug; at

AT IT AGAIN.

Word

of this

city.

Mr.

native of Orland, but when
to

came

illegally

Ellsworth,

studied

Hawes

were

ately took a team, and went back overland.
On this visit he called at the
building on West stret, occupied by Mrs.
Lizzie N. Ford; here he obtained a quantity of liquor. He then went to the Foss
building, so-called, on Main street.
Jack Hatt was in charge.
Liquor wad
obtained here.
On Wednesday morning Mrs. Ford and
Hatt were taken before Judge Clark, of

was a

a young man
law, and prac-

dazed at

the municipal court.
They waived examination, and furnished bonds for their

Early

morning Sheriff
into Vose’s tin-type
gallery on West street, and found a dresssuit case containing several quarts of
liquor which he confiscated.
Vose was taken before Judge Clark, bat
the judge did not deem the evidence sufficient to bold him, and hewas discharged.
Vose claimed that the case was left In

Mr. Waters promises to
come here again next season; he may be
sure of a hearty welcome.

bis

their two

!

has

been

slightly indisposed

at his summer home
Lamolne for the past few days, is quite
recovered. He is to-day up and about the
house, and will be able to attend to
business again in a day or two. He was
attended by Pr. F. F. Simonton.
at

A

new

platform

bas been

north side of Main street

built

at

the

on

station,
for the accommodation of passengers.
Heretofore passengers alighting on that
side of the street have had to get in
either

times

the

mud

was

the

wet

grass, which at
inconvenient. The new
or

very

platform will be greatly appreciated by
the

travelling public.

Iwo stores

in

have

Ellsworth.

market,

grow.

W. Carr has closed his

bought

and has

Skowhegan.
about

H.
He

large

a

will

farm
there

move

in
in

month.

a

Shady Nook colony continues to
Mr.

Priugle,

who has

bought

the

Foster cottsge, arrived yesterday, and the
Athertons are expected on the 9th.
Mr.
Taylor, of Bangor, is occupying the
Haslam cottage, not the Norris cottage,
as was erroneously stated last week.
Mr.
Norris and Dr. H. W. Haynes and his
family moved down yesterday.
The class of
which

Henry

’83, Harvard

M.

Hall,

college, of
city, is a
Hall
a
highly

of

this

and Feed Stable.
Horses left in our crre will receive
prompt and careful attention.
Please give us a call.

All

sizes and

prices.
FURNITURE of every
cription. Everything is
and up-to-date.

Hancock

Desert

Co.

Mr. Allen’s wife

was

Abbie

Adams,

Recitation. .Lena Austin

Ellsworth, daughter of the late Daniel Solo.Susie Smith
Adams. Among the wedding guests was Recitation..Etta Jordan
Violin solo.Frankie Flood
R. J. Lord, a brother of the groom.
The

Solo...Miss Bertha Joy
Recitation.....Eva Gerry
June 30.
J.

Glorious Fourth.

^^__________

MOUTH OF THE RIVER.

large crowds will probably attend the sevwhich start from Ells-

tug “Little Round Top”, with a
tow, will leave Lord’s wharf
at 7 o’clock for Bartlett’s Island. RefreshThe

schooner in

on

board,

but

no

enjoy

can

they choose.

themselves

Good

nished for those who

care

be

Mrs. Gertrude Williams, with her two
is
children, of Boston,
visiting her
mother, Mrs. Eunice Williams.

com-

pany offers exceptionally low rates for
those who want to go to Calais or East-

Mr. Harrington and wife, of Waltham,
Mass., are visitiug Mrs. Harrington’s
parents, Fred Milliken and wife.

port—there being a celebration in both
Sautelle’s circus will be in Calais on

cities.

A small house

ing

had

llayford

at

$75

for cash.

HANDSOME ROCKER
FREE !
$5.00 order of Spices
Soaps, Tea, Coffee and other
Also other
Groceries.
Ight
Premiums.
With

EDWIN M. MOORE,

J

dealer In all kinds of

S

FISH.

Smoked and

♦

8
2

Dry i
8

Home Supply Co,, dept. A
AUGUSTA MAINE

2
Q

4

|

M

been

unoccupied

several

_

Fire at East Bucksport.

Shortly

after 10 o’clock Monday night,
buildings of Thomas G. Hewey
in East Bucksport were burned.
The fire destroyed Mr. Hewey’s fine residence, large barn and outbuildings, with
all the contents, including, besides the
household goods, ten cows, three horses,
four bogs, harnesses, carriages, farming
the farm

Eastport.
Wednesday, July 8, at Green lake—Picnic of the Unitarian Sunday school.

and

Monday, July 6—Annual excursion of
ExcurCongregational Sunday school.
Tickets 50c.; on sale at
E. F. Robinson’s. Small children, 25c.

sion open to all.

implements, etc.
Mr. Hewey estimates his entire loss at
not less than

Notices.
that having gone out of
business, all persons owing him must call and
settle at once.
Business

$18,000,

and

a

Grange company for $2,000

policy
was

protection.

anounces

in the
the only

The house was much better than the
average farm house and the barn, said to
be the finest in Hancock county, was an
A. H. Morong, piano tuner, formerly of Ma
immense structure, said to cost $10,000
chias, now of Bar Harbor, will be In the city about seven years sgo. It was a model
farm building and quite a show place.
week
or
ten
Orders
be
left
days.
may
every
The fire is supposed to have originated
with Staples, Smith & Moody.
from a spark from the pipe of a farm
Be good to your hands and save the clothes | hand.
Don't use a soap surcharged with free alkali or
adulterants which destroy the linen and Injure
M. Steincrt & Sons Co. has a competent tuner
the skin. No red hands where Sunlight Soap Is at Bar Harbor. Pianolas adjusted, etc.—Advt.
used.
_

SibrrttscmcntB.

MISS N. F.
Public

DRUMMEY,

Stenographer
Typewriter...

...and
Reasonable Prices.
Gile»’

Offlop,

Prompt Service.

Rank

Block, Ellsworth.

JIGGER,

LORD’S.
;

belong-

months.

adults; 25c. for children.
Saturday, July 4—Excursion to Calais

Byrn

the shore road

to

house
to Bart-

Leave
lett’s Island, tug and schooner.
Lord’s wharf at 7 a. m. Tickets 50c. for

Owen

on

George Savage, of Boston, was destroyed by lire one night last week. The

COMING EVENTS.

Saturday, July 4—Excursion

rela-

SuDday.

fur-

to dance.

The Washington County railroad

Holden, visited

of

Myra Stone
relatives in Bangor Saturday and

visited

in any way

music will

visiting

is

Mrs. Linda Leach and Mrs.

auy kind will be allowed.
After the arrival at the island the excur-

fireworks of

sionists

JJangor,

Mrs. Abbie Staples has sold her place to
Capt. David Closson.
Willie Wells is visiting his grandparents, Chaney Sadler and wife.
There will be a prayer meeting at the
schoolhouse Sunday evening, July 5.

worth.

be served

Smith,

Alton

eral excursions

ments will

of

tives here last week.

resorts,

go

Blaisdell,

Aliie

relatives here.'

FOR SALE!

Democrat

weeks, reThey were
Esther Grindle, who

Sunday.

of

ASSESSORS’ NOTICE

ONE NEW

here for several

Boston

to

Columbus, Montana, comes the accompanied by Miss
marriage on June 4, of M. S. goes for a visit.
There was a sociable and brief enterLord, a son of the late Luther Lord, to
Miss Mary Fraser, a native of Scotland. tainment in the
vestry Monday evening,
Mr. Lord is the representative in For- with the following programme:
syth, Mont., of the H. M. Allen Lumber Instrumental music..Mrs Blalsdell and Mrs Joy

in the afternoon, and at Mt. member, sent to Mr.
Ferry in the evening.
complimentary message that was adoptMrs. Henry E. Davis and Miss Muriel ed at an iuformal class meeting held on
Wednesday—
desarrived home last week, the school in commencement day—last
The message was transBrookline Mass., that Miss Muriel has in Cambridge.
new
E. W. ALLEN & SON,
mitted by Rollins, ’77, who celebrated the
been attending having closed.
Fraiikliu Street,
Ellsworth, Me.
of graduation.
John E. Dority, of Bluehill, was in the twenty-sixth anniversary
Floyd & Haynes for the past week have been
Among tbe attractions to be seen in
city Tuesday. Mr. Dority is an active
advertising picnic dainties, such as cookies and
El. J. DAVIS.
granger; be is State deputy, and is a mem- Hancock hall this month will be tbe Haycanned goods.
They have the agency for a
ward Stock Co., who come to this city for
ber of the executive committee.
celebrated brand of cookies and they are '‘takMiss Leah Friend, who was graduated three nights and one matinee, beginning ing” In good shape.
from Wellesley college last week, will Thursday, July 30. Tbe plays to be proC. F. Davis says his "strictly cash system” Is
duced here will be new aud of a high orworking wonderfully well, aud that his busispend a week or two with a classmate at
The assessors will be in Meudon, Mass., before returning home. der. Many specialties will be introduced, ness has Increased ten per cent, since Its estab
llsbment. Mr. Davis always keeps fresh goods
among which may be mentioned Tommy
Overstocked—must sell.
There will be an excursion to Bartlett’s
session at Aldermen’s Room,
Morrissy, America’s greatest soft-shoe and prices down.
Island, July 4. The tug “Little Round
Hancock Hall, on the 10th Top”, with a large schooner, will leave dancer.
CRANK AXLE
The Congregational Sunday school will
of each month.
One New Delivery Wagon,
give its annual pionlc excursion next
SHjbrrtisscmcnta.
side springs, and other stock at
Monday, July 6. Unless prevented by fog
greatly
F. B. AIKEN,
or rain, the steamer “Catherine”, Capt.
reduced prices, until July 15. During
Chairman.
Crockett, will leave Lord’s wharf at 8 a. m.
this time 1 will sell the

A new lot received.

visiting

turned

of the

this week.

many

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

Elmore Bowman and wife, who have

been

Owen Byrn, who for
years bas been in the clothing
business, bas retired, owing to ill health,
after a long aud honorable business career
closed

man, and that the contents

William W. Knight, of Hopedale, Maos.,
who baa been the guest of William Davis
for a week, returned borne Sunday.
been

the Fourth.

Ellsworth

a

unknown to him.

From

news

during
Spanish war by

Judge J. A. Peters, jr., who

went

place by

were

Dolan is the

Unitarian church
played
during| the service last Sunday morning.

Wednesday

Whitcomb

feats performed.

Frederick A. Coombs, Mrs. Coombs and
children arrived in the city last
Sunday, and are the guests of Mrs.
Coombs’ parents, James E. Parsons and
wife. This is Mr. Coombs’ first visit to
his old home since be left here some five
years ago. His many friends are glad to
greet him again, and Mrs. Coombs is no
less welcome. They were accompanied by
Miss Laura Jones, who has been a member of the Coombs family for many years.

October term of the

appearance at the
supreme court.

of the

some

made, however. Tiie
Ellsworth, immedi-

were

sheriff returned to

Hancock ball was well filled last evening when the popular comedian Tom
Waters appeared in “O’Flynn’s Stone
Wall”. The performance was Immensely
funny throughout, and was thoroughly
enjoyed. Mr. Waters’ piano playing was
one of the features of the evening, and
even those familiar with the piano and its

possibilities

at

sold.

No seizures

ticed here for some years, when he moved
to Massachusetts. He was the first master
of Esoteric lodge of Masons.
He had
many friends here who will sincerely
He was
regret to learn of his death.
about sixty-eight years of age.

famous

two solos at the

y

Bar Harbor
—Foss Place Raided.
Sheriff Whitcomb visited Bar Harbor
again on Tuesday of last week, and went
the rounds of places where he had some
reason for believing that liquor was
being

received

was

Liquor Seizures

More

Next Saturday will be the Fourth.
It
just following the
exploiting the “embalmed beef” business. will be a quiet day in Ellsworth. Unthe small boy (and the large
George Paine, who is a student at Har- doubtedly
will make the night before and
vard, is spending the summer with his boy, too)
the early morning of the Fourth as noisy
parents, Rev. S. W. Sutton and wife. Mr.
as possible.
Several parties are planning
Paine is an accomplished violinist; he
to
to the various seashore
and

The

The

for
Ready
to
We

who

man

in

Mrs. C. C. Royal, who has been quite ill
at the home of her daughter, Mrs. A. W.
Packard, has bo far recovered as to be able
to go to her

Physicians’ Supplies and Mail
Orders Specialties.
ELLSWORTH,

Moore
where he

Western

MAINE.

ELLSWORTH,

Higgins is home for a short
a
travelling salesman,
large territory in the South

He is

vacation.

New York Herald.
and

have

fractured the breast boue, and
in necrosis. The diseased boue
was successfully removed, and the patient
is as comfortable as can be expected.
He
is very weak, but Dr. Osgood, the attending physician, says his condition is favorable.
friends
Mr. Cushman’s many
warmly sympathize with him and hope
for his complete recovery.

served.

12.33, 4.20 and 6.11

m,

4
a

which

resulted

in Ellsworth yesterday of the death Monday afternoon in
Springfield, Mass., of Hervey K. Hawes,

Street Commissioner Davis has begun
rebuilding the sidewalk on
the north side of Main street, from School
to Oak street. A concrete walk with
granite curbing will be built.

No. 26.

!-srsiLSSS?.-™M/™“i

last

the work of

SCHEDULE OF MAILS
AT

Lord’s wharf at 7 a. m., returning about
7 p. in. Qood music will be furnished for
dancing. Refreshments will be served on
board.

m

^Haddoek'

Blueflsb,2
jj
HaddieB.

Halibut,

“ackerel, Oysters, Clams, Scallops,
Lobsters and Finnan

Campbell *jTrue Bldg.. Kast End Bridge,
elmwokth, me.]

4

2

BEDDING PLANTS
AT THE

STRAW HAT
=BLEACH=
makes an old straw hat
like a new one. Doesn’t
Sthe straw yellow. Fiv

"six

hats can bo
with 25c. worth.

made

sharp for a sail through the Reach to Caatlne, returning In the early evening. The
river

channel

is

better this

season

than

for years, and there will be no difficulty
getting in and out with the tides. Tickets may be obtained at E. F. Robinson’s
store, Main street. The small children of
the Sunday school will be given a special
rate. The excursion is open to all.

delicate surgical operation was performed last Saturday upon James T.
Cushman, at his home on tbe Surry road,
by Dr. Averili, of Bar Harbor, and Drst
Osgood, Hodgkins and McDonald of
Ellsworth.
Mr. Cushman fell on the ice
A

over

Wiggin & Moore,

Borne

six

years ago, and received

a

blow

DRUGGISTS,

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.
Come and

see our

Pansies.

Telephone connection.

Corner oi»o. l\

<>.,

Ellsworth.

One

To Cure a Cold
Day.
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. A11
druggists refund the money If It falls to cure.
E. W. Grove's signature is on each box. 2Ec.
in

BButter”

1

ryone says of the

BROOK

FARM

believe we’re

we’ve got

r

glad

the sale of this

i butter.

butter from

you

particular

You’ve undoubt-

sample

Davis

it?

Brook

We

HAYNES,

keep

j
■

m-

B

V
m

i

CHRISTIAN

fllutnal Benefit Column.

ENDEAVOR.

V—

topic
^

Far the Week Resinning July
5—Comment by Rev. S. H. Doyle.

Topla—Endeavorers
training
pob11a Ufa—Gen. xli. 3S-42; Acts vU, 35, 35;
Dan. vi, 1-4.
National anniversaries should not
pmly speak to us of the past, but also of
the present They should not only re
Ball the splendid achievements of tboBe
Who wrought well for God and country
In days gone by, but should Impress us
With the necessity of our performing
la our day the duties that devolve upon
Ha.
They should be inspirations to
present noble action as well as melaoriais to past noble action. The writer of the book of Hebrews recalls in
the eleventh chapter of that book the
Wonderful achievements of the heroes
Dl the past not simply to commemorate
them and their deeds, but that we also.
Under the influence of their example,
might “run with patience the race that
Is set before us, looking unto Jesus,
the author and tiuisher of our faith."
Public life is as important as any
Bther phase of life. A man not only
•wes a duty to himself and to his famUy and to the social circles in which he
Moves, bnt also to his state. And this
flnty is an important one. God has
imlsed up human governments for the
execution of his will, and He calls
Upon His people everywhere to be interested in them and to perform their
‘'Render unto
duties toward them.
Oeesar,” said Christ, “the things that
are Caesar's and unto God the things
that are God’s.” God should hold the
■uprerne place in our lives, yet at the
■up time there is an important place
for the state and for civic duties. Nor
to It enough to point out the Impurities
of political life and beg to be excused.
IThar the name of God is not expressly
Written in the constitution of the United States is no excuse for a body of
Christian people for refusing to vote.
By their votes they could help stamp
the name and character of God upon
the country itself, which is far better
•ren than to have it written in our
•onstitution. If politics is
impure,
there is all the more reason that Christian people should be Interested In
It, that it may be purified. God can
sustain His people even in adverse
He kept Joseph and
•urroundings.
fcloses pure In high places in Egypt and
(Daniel faithful even in idolatrous Babylon. Statesmen and politicians can be
Christians if, like all other Christians,
they depend upon the grace of God to
sustain them.
God often trains His people for public service and calls them to it.
He
trained Joseph and Moses in Egypt,
Daniel in Babylon and tbousands of
others since their day, and when the
crisis came and they were needed men
Recognized their wisdom and placed
the reins of power within their bauds.
God still wants his people to rule this
World. It is HhS world and should be
governed tn accordance with His will
JHld by His people. Endeavorers,
young and old, should keep themselves
In touch with public life. We should
■be informed upon the questions of the
day and by voice and ballot cast our
Influence upon the side of civic right
In

Its Motto: 44Helpful and Hopeful.”

m$r

flavoring.

V

If you wish to make chocolate ice-cream mix
three tablespoon fu is grated chocolate or cocoa
(preferred) with the sugar before heating.
To make fruit Ice-cream, add the fruit to the
custard, after the latter Is cool, aod put the
mixture Into the freezer. Then cut the Ice very
doe—the finer the better—and mix with rock
salt when packing. In the proporllou-d'f three
partslce to one part salt. After It Is packed as
closely as possible, add nearly a quart of cold
water to hasten the freezing. Turn crank of
freezer constantly and as long as you can.
Hope If any of the sisters try this recipe and
follow directions, they will have good success.
From a good (?) fairy who calls herself
Narcissus.

They say the world is growing worse,
I don’t believe it, though;
They say men worship but the purse,
I don’t believe it, though;
They say that greatness is do more,
That all the wise have gone before
And only trouble is In store—
I don’t believe it, though.
are no saints to-day,
I don’t believe It, though;
They say we tread a downward way,
I don’t believe it, though;
They say there’s only gloom ahead.
They say that all tbe knights are dead.
They say men's sweetest joys are fled—
I don’t believe it, though.

They say there

Yes, a good fairy

Men had their troubles long ago.
And that's what I believe;
The Lord still loves us be re below.
And that’s what I believe;
Old Homer, of tbe sightless eyes.
And Csesar lie 'neath other skies.
But greater men than they will rise.
And that’s what I believe.

a
an

me

a

kind

and

cordial

An Animal
L.ittl«

Johnny.

a

days

hope

some

one

will

be able to

FolKs

“Oh. it's Just as well, I guess,” said
the spider. "I'm tired of doing everything for you and haring you do nothing for me, so I might as well be done
with it.”
"What do you do for me?” asked
Johnny in surprise.
“When you were asleep last night a
great, big black beetle (lew into your

person
inter-

mine

For

"What are you going to do?” asked
the spider as Johnny crept up toward
his web.
"I’m going to kill you,” answered

ago, and more than that, this
new-found friend makes a request which I
few

Story

Johnny and the Spider

greeting

because of my being Aunt Madge.
Such a pleasant experience was

are.

answer.

She has one stanza of a poem written by
Madame Guyon, while she was confined

Bastile, and would be glad if some
would send the other stanzas to the
column. This is the one she has:
in the
one

little bird I am,
Shut In from fields of air;
And In my cage I sit and sing
To Him who placed me there;
Well pleased a prisoner to be.

“A

Because, my God, It pleases Thee.”

history of,

A brief

Guyon may
She was born in
and
died
in Blois,
1648,
Montargis, France,
1717. She early in life displayed a religious
turn of mind which her parents encouraged, although they would not allow her
to enter a convent.
When about sixteen years old she was
married to Jacques Guyon.
After his
eonsness and in favor of Christian
^itiSenship for “righteousness exalt- death, which occurred twelve years after,
eth a nation, but sin is a reproach unto she removed to Paris for the purpose of
her children. She advanced
any people.” Our forefathers were educating
faithful to God and to their country. some peculiar views on religious doctrines
They loved His word. His house. His which attracted a good deal of attention,
and caused her much persecution. She
name, His day, and they impressed His
will upon the nation that they founded
was, however, sought out by many even of
Det us follow in their footsteps, render- high rank. Feueloti was much interested
ing “unto Caesar the things that are in her instructions.
She was Imprisoned ill several different
Csesar's and unto God the things that
Ere God’s.”
places. In 17(W she was released from
BIBLE HEADINGS.
prison and banished to Diziers; there and
I 6am. xvi, 1-12; It Chron. xxxlv, 1-7; in t%e near city of Blois she passed the
She
IPs. xxxlii, 12-22; cxxii, 1-9; cxxxvii, restbf her life in perfect retirement.
writer. Cow per trans1-6; Prov. xiv, 5t; Matt, xxii, 15-22; was a voluminous
Korn, ix, 1-5; Rom. xiit, 1-7; I Tim. lated many of her hymns.
not

come

Madame

amiss here.

—

K, 1-6.
An Appreciation.
The following by Rev. William E.
Strong was published recently in the
Christian Endeavor World. It was sent
ftn by acknowledgment of a Christian
fcndeavor calendar:
Archimedes
Gone to seed Is;
his
Let
flag be furled.
Christian Endeavor
Is the lever
That’s sure to move the world.
The International Convenltion.

The Christian Endeavor convention
trhich is to be held in Denver July 9 to
13 will be the twenty-first international
one.

Dear Aunt Madge:
1 send you a greeting from home, and wasn't
every body glad of the rain of the last week? 1
expected to see fit Id* and gardens drying up,
and was surprised to find all looking so greeu
and thrifty. A sight of the sunshine now would
he welcome, but so far clouded skies have beeu
the rule since my return.
1 am too late to do much flower gardening,
and to my great regret all my house plant* are
lost by reason of the cold of last wluter, but
the syrlngas, roses, peonies, Ac, are all either
in bloom or ready to blossom soon. It looks
good to see a blossom within reach without a
notice of "Iiands off".
I had a clam chowder this week, which reminded me to ask if you all know that a Uule
vinegar added just before taking up the chowder is an Improvement. A dessert spoonful to
a chowder for an ordinary family, say from a
mart of clams, is about the right amount.
Ego.

“WHAT

!

■

Pen

,

Point*.

Prayer plus practice
■trong Endeavorer.

makes

the

am sure we are

all

glad to welcome

an

“stand-by” back to Hancock county again! But she has given us
so many glimpses of the passing events of
city life through The American during
the past six or eight months, we ought to
give her a vote of thank9, and so plainly
do 1 hear the “yes” rising up from all parts
old friend and

Christian Endeavorers’ best day is
labeled “tomorrow.”
There is no place in Christian Enfleavor for the self exalter.
The Christian Endeavor monogram
signifies endeavor in Christ’s strength.
Christian Endeavorers might tithe
their time as well as their money for
God.
There is no surer road to Successtown, Christian Endeavor county, than

Plod

I

avenue.

Christian Endeavor offices are positions of trust and not places of personal elevation.
The truest Christian Endeavorer puts
Christ first, the church next and after
these the society.
The Christian Endeavor pledge is a
crutch for the weak beginner and a
tower of strength to the one longer on
the way.—John It. Clements.
gaii Bo*.
(Any question may be asked that pertains to any phase of Christian Endeavor
Address hock Box 674, Binghamwork.
ton, N. Y.]
No. 77. I. K. L., Scranton, Pa.—The
Pennsylvania Endeavorer, published at
Harrisburg, is your official state paper.
No. 78. V. B. A., Plainfield, N. J
Tour state secretary is Miss Ida B.
Stephens, Hackettstown.
—

of

the

county, I

would be carried

The fairies

are

am

sure

the

as

the f

that the

youthful

ME?"

ASKED

night.
“Saturday morning when you were
asleep a green eyed”—
“Hold on!” cried Johnny. “Hold on!
You mustn't go.
me.”

You mustn’t leave

“Oh, yes, you'd better kill me, as
you said you would, because then I will
not have to sit up all night and fight
those things.”
“No, no!” exclaimed Johnny. “You
dear old spider! I wouldn't harm you
for all the world. You must stay here
with me always, and I shall always be
your friend, as you have been mine.”
So they shook hands and were happy
all the rest of their days.
Chicago
Tribune.
—

Ip

-llowing

element

slid

1 wish she
exists in the editor’s life.
would serve me a dish of that ice cream

right

YOU DO POE
JOHNNY.

motion

This wideprompt response will show.
awake fairy calling herself “Narcissus”
has the thanks of Aunt Madge, not only
for her cheery letter, but also for her
bel'ef

DO

room and perched on the foot of your
bed. He bad horrid green eyes and
long claws all covered with sharp
spikes, and his jaws were filled with
teeth as sharp as needles. He said he
was going to bite a piece off the end of
your nose. I killed him and ate him.
“Night before last when you were
asleep a long earwig crawled down the
wall and jumped on your pillow. He
had 10,000 legs that wriggled all the
time, and he had a stinger in his tail
and eyes that rolled round and round.
He said he was going to crawl into
your hair and go to sleep. I killed him
and ate him, but he said that he had
two cousins from the country who
would be here to see you tomorrow-

unanimously.
awaking

p-O-O

The Foundation of Health.
Nourishment is the foundation of health
—life—strength. Kodoi Dyspepsia Cure
is the one great medicine that enables the

stomach and digestive organs to digest,
assimilate and transform all foods into
the kind of blood that nourishes the
Kodoi lays
nerves and feeds the tissues.
the foundation of health.
Nature does
the rest. Indigestion, Dyspepsia, and all
disorders of the stomach and digestive
organs are cured by the use of Kodoi.
Sold by Wiooin & Moore.
1

It.

Hia Coatly Conversation.

now.

Dear Aunt Madge and M. B. Sisters:
1 thick Aunt Madge has had to fill that column
of ours In The Ellsworth American quite
long enough, lor one'whlle, and now 1 sincerely
hope all the "good fairies”, who were so beautifully alluded to In the last American, will do

Aguinwt

“Don't go in there, children,” cautioned the wife of the snuggling poet,
listening a moment to sounds as of a
strong man in distress that came from
the other room.
“Why not?” they asked.
“Your father is trying to find a rhyme
for ‘scrofulous.’ ’’—Chicago Tribune.

Tired Tatters—Dey say dat sum uv
deni poets git $1 a word.
Weary Walker—Dat’s nuttin.* I got
$2 a word wunst.
Tired Tatters—Wot fer?
Weary Walker—Fer sassin’ de judge.
—Chicago News.
Don’t succeed in life, says an old proverb, if you would avoid unjust abuse.
The loafer has plenty of time to devote
to

the industrious man,
hesitate to lie about bim.

aad

does not

Stops the Cough and Works off the Cold
Laxative Bromo-Qulnlne Tab ets cure a cold
to one day. No Cure, no Pay. Price 25 cents.

0 0-000 OOO 0 0-0

l DUMMY DFE ml
l THE BISHOP ^ ?
By L. £. Chittenden ^
I
I
:

9

Copyright, 1802. by the a a McClure
T
Company

Dummy Dee had come to call upon
the bishop.
The bishop and he were very particular friends and therefore shook
hands, as man to man, in a very cordial
manner.

“I came,” said Dummy Dee, “on very
particular business, and I would have
been awful sorry not to find you at
home.”
“X am very glad to be here. Dummy
Dee," said the bishop, smiling at his

guest.
There was a short pause, Dummy
Dee frowning thoughtfully into space
for ideas and the bishop waiting to
hear the manner of his guest's business.

*

“Are you ever lonesome, bishop?”
asked Dummy Dee at last, leaning forward and clasping his short arms
around his knees.
“Yes, often," said the bishop, the
note of truth vibrating through his
tone.
Caildless and wifeless and

oT0

strong

unpopular opinions, the
scholarly bishop was indeed a lonely
man, Just now particularly so.
A controversial point had forced him
into a position where he stood almost
if not quite alone. He tried to believe
his position was a matter of principle.
His enemies said it was obstinacy and
dogmatism, and even his wannest
friends were silent aud regretful over
and

ested reader of t»>e M. B. column, and who

gives

you

Aunt Madge.

The world grows fairer day by day,
And that’s what 1 believe;
The good have not all passed away,
And that's what I believe;
Though many a one we loved is gone.
Fond hearts and true are beating on.
The happiest days are still to dawn,
And that’s what I believe.
—S. E. Kiser, in ','hicago Times-Heratd.

Dear Friends:
It is always a pleasure to meet
who, I learn for the first time, is

they may well deserve the

that

I have one fault to find—why did Aunt Madge
In her "storiette" call herself the "little old
woman", when 1 know she Is as young as many
of the fairies. When I hear the phrase a "little
woman" f always have In mind a form much
hent, and a face wrinkled and old; however. 1
know Aunt Madge has noue of these attributes.
Now, after having taken a rest and awakened
from our spring sleep, let us shake ourselves
free from the bands of Morpheus, and be helpful
and hopeful fairies once again.
I thluk for
psrt I will be an ice-cream
fairy, as they are always welcome during the
summer months.
For a one-gallon freezer I make a rich custard
of the following: Two quarts of milk 3 cups
sugar and yolks of 8 eggs (beaten). Heat In a
double boiler, stirring constantly, but remove
from dre before boiling point Is reached. After
it Is nearly cold, put In the whites of the eggs,
well beaten, and add a pint of cream, whipped.
Flavor wlthS teaspoonfuls vanilla or any desired

Tbe purposes of this column are succinctly
stated in the title and motto—It te ior the mutual benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good, It is for the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for tbe Interchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits
communications, and Its success depends largely on the support given It In this respect. Communications must be signed, bat the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection bv the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
The American,
Ellsworth, Me.
AN UNBELIEVER.

so

name—"good fairy".

“AUNT MADGE**.

EDITED I*Y

tor

their utmost

often

the matter at issue.
He had when Dummy Dee came in
been writing on the point, and bitter,
fiery words were penned on the sheets
of paper that strewed the open desk.
He glanced at them now as he spoke,
and from them to the beautiful pictured face of his young wife, who had
died very early In their married life.
Yes, he was very lonely.
Dummy Dee nodded and looked
thoughtfully at the glowing grate fire.
“Nice tilings happen sometimes when
you're lonesomest. though." lie said by
way of giving a small crumb of comfort to his frieud.
‘‘You know mother is sick and down
south getting her health and father
busy at the settlement work, and sometimes I get kind of a stomach ache in
my heart and a lump in my throat.
“My, it most chokes me,” he added
feelingly. “But just the other day the
summer boarder sent me these bicycle
trousers," sticking out his short leg
for the bishop to see, “or 1 never could
have stood it in the world. She knew
how I felt about kilts and aprons and
always having to wear something of
the other children's ’count of their
growing so fast and me not. I slept
with ’em that night in bed, aud once
when I woke up and thought about
mother I Just reached over and felt
of these, and then I felt better. Did
you ever try anything like that?” he
asked, looking at the bishop's trousered legs stretched out on the other
side of the fire.
“No,” the bishop replied bravely; he
had not thought of it.
“Then there are always things to do
for folks, you know, and that’s one
thing I came to see about," continued
Dummy Dee. “I’ve been taking soup
and books and things up for the settlement people to a little girl who lives In
an attic near the settlement.
“She’s got a kind of mother, only she’s
She
an aunt aud awful bad to her.
drinks something out of a bottle”—and
Dummy Dee lowered his voice to a
shocked whisper—"and she is awful
mean to Nora.”
“What is the matter pith Nora?”
asked the bishop.
“A spinal back 1 think they call it.”
said Dummy Dee, with a learned air,
“and I feel so sorry. 1 asked father if
he'd adopt her, aud he said he thought
he couldn't.
I've thought I'd marry
her if necessary, but father would have
to adopt us both then.
What do you
think?”
The bishop's principal thought was a
desire to laugh, but he held his peace,
so Dummy Dee went on:
“She's English. I've told hdr about
She calls you lord, but I said
you.
not lord exactly, only kind of next to
the Lord, you know.”
At this the bishop could contain himself no longer, but put back his head
and laughed a pealing laugh that startled the shadows in the dim, quiet library, and he only stopped when he
beheld Dummy Dee gazing at him in
mild surprise.
“Come,” said the bishop, springing
up like a boy. “let us go aud see
j Nora.”
Goodby!” said Dummy Dee. getting
up, or sliding down, ratbei1, from bis
chair. “That’s what I wanted. Let’s
walk. It isn't very far. and it's a tine

day.”
But before they started the bishop
swept up the written sheets of paper
and threw them on the grate. They
blazed cheerfully.
“See ’em
“HI!” said Dummy Dee.
Wriggle as if they hurt.”
“I intended they should hurt others,”
said the bishop softly, with a curious
smile.
Many curious eyes turned to watch
the two, the dignified ecclesiastic in
his churchly garb and the sunny, romping. rosy child, who, not altogether un
aware
of these glances, took them
largely as a tribute to his beloved bicycle trousers and strutted proudly.
Two delightful stops were made before they reached the tenement where
little Nora lived, and they went on.
laden with books, games and flowers.
“Father says she looks like a picked
flower without water." said Dummy

Dee as they climbed the steep, rickety
stairs.
They entered the room in response to
Nora’s summons, and Dummy Dee,
somewhat embarrassed, made the bishop known to the pale faced child lying
on the dingy bed.
No one had ever seen the scholarly
bishop in so delightful a mood as the
two children found him that afternoon.
Nora's cheeks grew pink with happiness and her eyes brighter than ever as
she listened to stories, guessed riddles
and played games with the bishop and

Dummy Dee.
At last the shadows grew longer.
“I’ve a last story to tell you two children before we go," said the bishop,
"and you must be very quiet and listen
hard, for there is a guessing part to it.
“Once upon a time,” began the bishop, “there lived a man alone, and, as
sometimes happens to lonely people,
he grew selfish and bitter hearted. He
forgot the teachings of the one whom
he had vowed to serve, but tried instead to serve himself and was unhappy, as all such men are.
“There came ,o him one day a dear
little friend of his who was also lonely, but who tried to forget his loneliness by helping others and was comSo the man
forted by doing this.
learned a lesson from his little friend,
and he, too, found comfort and happiness as the boy had.
“Now, the man naturally did not
want to l>e lonely and unhappy and
bitter again, for he found the better
He
part, so be thought out a plan.
would take the boy down south to his
mother, who is almost well, but not
quite so well as she will be when the
man brings to her her youngest boy.”
There was a queer gurgling sob
that was half a laugh and half a cry
and altogether a mixture of homesickness and coming delight, and Dummy Dee shot himself bodily Into the
bishop's arms, cuddled against his
shoulder and lay there sniffling happily. He groped vainly for his handkerchief that could not be found, and
his fingers closed gratefully over the
bishop's fine lawn that be found within
his grasp.
"Guessed,” said the bishop, laughing,
with a shake in his voice. "The first
part of my puzzle story guessed without a mistake.
Now for the second.
Then he took the little sick girl to a
white, bright room that he knows of in
the children's hospital, where, surrounded by birds, books and flowers
and loving care, she can get well and
perhaps come to live in the lonely house
of the lonely man to brighten it."
Another little cry from the bed, and
Nora's slender, groping fingers sought
the bishop's baud.
“Me?” she said.
“Me—Nora? Would my aunt”—
“I think so." said the bishop. "We
will find n way. Hut what a fine pair
of guesserg these two are!
Never to
make a mistake!”
When the kind hearted woman on
that floor came in to look after Nora,
her aunt being away serving time for
drunkenness, they went away and left
the happy child, already better, with
hope and joy working miracles with
her.
“You make up your mind the best
and quickest of any one I ever knew.
How did you think of such beautiful
things?” asked Dummy Dee as they
felt their way down the rickety stairs.
“It’s a thank offering. Dummy Dee."
said the bishop, with a return of his
curious smile, “for burning the pa-

pers.”
Thwe Sign*.

When I was a young man, said an
old timer. I was employed in an Ohio
town of some 1,800 inhabitants.
One
day the town was billed from roof to
foundation in flaming letters, “They're
Comlngl" One couldn't go amiss of the
big letters. They followed him everywhere, and half the town would awaken in the middle of the night with those
huge letters staring them in the face,
while they wondered what it all meant.
A week or more passed, and one
morning every one of those signs was
covered with another equally flaming
“They Have Come; at Town Hall Tonight!" And you may be sure tbe town
turned out in force. There wasn't standing room, although a liberal admittance
fee was charged. Inside a big curtain
excluded the stage, and to this all eyes
were turned as tbe apixjlnted hour drew
near.
There was a litl.e delay, and it
was about half past 8 when the curtain
slowly rose, disclosing to view another
of the big lettered signs, only tbe wording was different this time.
The sign read “They Have Gone!-'
And you can bet your last dollar it
wasn't io*--- before tbe townspeople bad
clever fellows hud worked
gone, r
the game successfully aud got away
with a suug little sum, leaving ouiy a
couple of townspeople to pull up the
curtain.

Corttaponbtnct.
Across the Pacific
II.
Pasadena, Cal May 19 iqc.
To the Editor of The
American:
The following la the second
extract
®
my diary of my Hawaiian
trip:
It is the morning of the 4th
of
the day the
-Korea”, the
which we have secured
passage, I, to „
for the Orient via.
Honolulu, Haw.:
*'"U1

/

steamship™

territory.

This morning has about it
the chiller
Ban Francisco
atmosphere, yet it Is rsth
and
we
feel very
pleasant
oar warm

At 9.30

I.nut

our

go

on

staterooms, tip

have

parting

scenes.

I

never

I

thought much about it before

reminded that the Chinese
and love as we
love, and respond to expressions of friendship in the same sincere way.
The third whistle has blown. There is
the shout: “All aboard!” I hear the
tinkle of the bells to the engineer, and
feel the ship’s heart throbs, for her
huge
hull trembles from stem fo stern.
Then come shouts: -Haul out the gang
plank! Cast off spring-line! Castoff,aft!
Let go, forward!” The ship moves out
the dock stern first, crowding hard to the
pier the large timber tenders at her side,
and drags them along with her,
breaking
their rope fastenings. It looks as If there
Is going to be an accident.
Ab, but I sre that the outer fenderls
but

am now

feelings aklnfcto ours,

have

stopped by the big corner pile of the pier,
and ki tin ship chars herself in good
style

atmcrtisnnrnts.

Paine’sCelery
Compound
CURES RHEUMATISM.
Rheumatism, which does its terrible work
in the muscles, joints, and tissues, is caused by
To get
uric acid which gathers in the Mood.
rid of this poisonous acid which pr ducothe
irritations, pains, agonies, inflammation-, and
swellings peculiar to rheumatism, I aine’s
Celery Compound should be used w hout
delay. No other medicine gives su> ti prompt,
cheering, and happy results. It is the only
medicine that prevents a return of the dreaded
disexse.
Paine’s Celery Compound braces
the nerves, the blood is quickly cleared of all
irritating poisons, tissue and muscle are built
toned.
up, and the digestive organs perfectly
Do not treat with indifference the -lightest
of
lames
use
rheumatic symptoms; the early
and
Celery Compound will save you weeks
Mr. S. 1>. Conway,
months of suffering.
St. Louis, Mo., wxs permanently cured by
Paine’s Celery Coiftpound after repeated failhe
ures with other medicines and physicians;
says:—
I am 64 years of age, and have lived m
St. Louisa7 years, and all this time with the
in the
exception of three years, I have served
l ast
Engineers’ Department as Inspector.
winter I contracted rheumatism and was lam
but all
up. I tried all remedies and doctors,
failed until I struck Paine’s Celery
in
cure
my case.
which has made a

Compound,

permanent

I have recommended it to many, and they
have used it with the same result.”
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“Graceful bowing,” remarked the
statuesque youug lady at tbe head of
the tea table, “is fast becoming one of
the lost arts. Few are proficient in it,
and, indeed, the difficulties are many.
I am referring of course to men. Women are still mistresses of the art, but
not all of them, either.
“But I have seen men who were fat,
not to say tubby, and they find that a
mere inclination of the head is a burden, for it induces disagreeable rushes
of blood to the head, and that Is bad
lor men who wear twenty inch collars.
And there are men who nre tall, lean
and scraggy, and when they bow, being sensitive plants, they think and
make the spectator think, of stringed
marionettes, and they dread the smile
of the man in the street.
“And I have seen men whom the criti 1 moment found unprepared, with
1
(is in pockets.
And I have seen
t
m when they
were wearing caps
ai -I clutched vainly and instinctively
at hat brims, and I blushed at their
grotesque poses and Involuntary caricatures of the line of beauty."—New
York Times.

Inn

board the Bhlo
the porter
and
him stow away our steamer
trunks
and hand baggage therein.
Then we walk
first one deck of the ship, then
another
Twelve laps of the hurricane deck
makes
mile, I understand.
Tired of looking the ship
over, I got(>
her Inshore rail and watch the
paes.ngen
as they come on board with
friends who
have come to see them off. All
freight Is
already on board, and as the time is up fot
sailing, there la a good deal of bustle during the last few minutes.
Many Chinamen have come on board
They and their bundles are on the main
deck aft. A money-changer of their kind
la on hand with his full bag
slung over his
boulder, while his right hand is full of
I
that
clinking yens,
presume be wishes to
trade to his home-going brothers
for
United States money. I find myself
deeply
interested In their maneuvers and
find

Is what
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WHY PAY RENT
when you can borrow on your
shares, give a first mortgage ana
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m

men

comfortable place.
stateroom of

begins
good women
to

to

the

on

a
beantiful hymn
strike up singing
for the occasion
appropriate
is
very
which
missionaries' leaving. Probably there
of these earnest, selfsacriflclng
re some
This was very sweet
board.
on
touching music as It floated out with

ler

lawyer

a

of

asked.

“We’re in

terrible mess, all sick,”

a

he says.
He means ail who

tide.
upon the
handkerchiefs by the
Tbe waving of
and passengers on board
crowd on shore,
be flickering lights of a thousand
eeem to
love. There Is love,
csndles of human
common to all human
though sacred, yet
crowded
lives; the love that’s friendship
us

are in the stateroom
except himself, for his boy, who nas an

Investigative

from

in

come

turn of
his

ahlp.

mind,

has

not

yet

explorations of

the

1 find myself too weak to stand
alone,
so I crawl into
my berth with all sail
set, except my boots, and here I lie ail
night rocked in this great big, Iron cradle
upon these very restless waters.
and

|

!

HARKRT8.

A Swift

Wednesday, July 1, 1903.
■ AIRB LAW BSOAKDINQ

WBIGHT8 AND NBA80RBS.

III.
PASADENA, Cal., June 1, 1903.
To the Editor of The American:
Tbe following is the third extract from
recent trip to Hawaii:
my diary of my
It is now the afternoon of April 4, 1903.
Our Pacific coast is fast settling below tbe
eastern horizon; the wind blows between
sixty and seventy miles an hour; sea is
running high. Our 12,000-ton ship seems
to be only a toy in the bands of Neptune.
•
lam Interested in seeing how the wind
spins fan-shaped sheets of spray from
white-caps of sea, throwing them high in
air, and ofttimea over the ship's quarter,
“Take this spanking for
*8 if to say:
your Impudence in crossing my path.”
Among the passengers
deck, reclining in tbeir

I was cashier of Scott’B state bank,
and Mr. Scott and the public had every
confidence In me. Nevertheless I determined to avail myself of my opportunities to rifle the safe and skip out
Between the 4th and 11th of September I arranged the details for my flight
and concluded to work them out on the

night of the 13th. On that evening
at half past 5 the night watchman notified me that his wife had died. I excused him from watching that night

eggshell.
told, to-day, that not more than
half a dozen passengers were at dinner
last night, and that at least
eighty per
cent, of them are sick. I see very few on
deck; and the steamer chair of my friend
haa been vacant all

day, except as some
along and dropped into it
bit,
get new bearings
for another attempt in the use of his uncertain limbs.
I occupy my chair all day long, with my

straggler

steamer

to rest

chairs,

their

thick, warm robes,
is a big, elderly gentleman who is a
banker and an oilman, with his family,
consisting of one fit, smooth-faced son
{fresh from college, but who within two
months lias made flO.OOO in an oil deal,
and is, therefore, feeling pretty good), bis
two daughters, and a tail slim son-in-law ;
and in tbeir company are a professor of
some college or Institute in tbe East and
bis wife.
in

wrapped

My friend
are

somewhat

corners

of

are

storehouse,

a

deck, while
are

reclining where
protected by one of

and 1

farther aft and

The wind

seems

appetite away in some foreign parts, anil
myself watching sea gulls that
follow the ship so easily although she is
under full speed. It is time, aud so 1 go
to my stateroom for what 1 hope will
prove to be a night of rest and refreshing
sleep.
April 6.
Morning dawns, sea is
smoother, and I am out in good time and
feeling first rate. Bailors (Japs and

we

Chinamen)

the

aud

gers

a mood of playlarge slice from tbe

top of a big sea, sifts it into a sheet of
epray, throws it very high in air in order
to reach this point, and then dashes it

As the hours go

by,

gers

who

legs.

My

deck with other passen-

gettiiig used to their

friend’s chair

is

sea-

by its
lawyer, aforementioned, and

The

owner.

ing.

am on
are

filled

family are around all right. Some are
playing games, such as shuffle-board,
quoits, etc. Our genial captain is taking
his dally exercise, briskly walking around
the ship, lap after lap until be has made
several miles, and as he passes by, he
says “good morning” or “good day” to
his

Well, some of them get more than
others, while my friend and 1 escape,
receiving only a few drops. Our neighall

were

on

their feet in duabie

quick

time, hanging on to tbeir wet robes, and
standing In a group wondering what to
do. The scene is so amusing to us two passengers he meets.
who have been overlooked or favored by
April 7. Now our deck chairs are well
tbe wind, we cannot refrain from laugh- filled, and added to yesterday’s recreations is the rending of books from the
ing outright.
As it seems to be a little risky staying ship’s library. Now we have pleasant
here, and as all others leave this deck, 1 sailing, aud are getting acquainted with
think 1 will go, too. Up to this time I him our fellow-passengers, so that we feel to
all right as a sailor.
1 go to find my be at home in one great family. I was
stateroom, thinking t will be tbe morft glad to meet Fred Simpson, of Boston
who
the

days

the

aud go in about

come

monotonous

same

have

left

storm-petrels

us;

Sea-gulls

way.

take

their

place. All passengers now seem to be
greatly enjoying themselves, and hurry

/
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born in Sullivan.

was

Now

aWjcrtisnnmtB.

to the tables at meal time.
So

on

and

on

we

sail

until

Saturday

morning, April 11, dawns aud finds us at
Honolulu
harbor, with the
beautiful city of the same name uestliug
at the foot of high hills, in full view, with
the extinct volcano crater, Punch Bowl,
in good position for a fortification site;
anchor in

jVVortH Navy^Plu^',

Diamond

Head

right; two
between

crater aud

light

at

near

palm trees lift tuft tops high above
surroundings; while on our left, ou

I DO

f

YOU NEED

[money?
II

land, stretch rice fields aud sugar cane
until they are lost in the dis-

II
j;

$1,000 in Cash

J

$2,000 Premiums

j

be given away in the State
of Maine to users of the above
brands of smoking and chew-

to

n

almighty mean to bis
wife, and yet wipe out the score if he will
only remember, when they are dining in
he can never
a swell restaurant, to say
eat roast beef excopt in his own house.
art
the
you were at
Did you see Psyche?
to-day.

He—You
museum

say

She—I don’t recall her.
have on?

thing
didn’t

ing tobaccos.

be

man can

He—Why,

on.
see

she

She—No, I

What

Burley leaf—made by
union leJbor—not by «v trust.

didu’t have anyguess, then, I

her.

of women nothing has so flabbergasted
the mere man as the reckless valor with
which ladies used to browse on each
other’s complexion without the slightest

Learn all about our plan from
dealer—he will tell you
how to win.
your

provocation.

,_

THREE TIMES A DAY
ing

food cooked

range

on

some

she

No smart women kiss one another, and
the moat they now do is to rub hats. This
is as it should be. In all the weird world

Best

every day in your lifetime you

did

are

I

eat-

kind of

a

stove.
Is this food cooked wholesomely,
easily and economically ?
There is no reason why it should
or

not

be, so long as you
CLARION RANGE.

can

buy

Thousands of households

smoothly

and

inexpensively

Provisions.
Beef is firmer; there has been a rise of about
Roasts and
15 per cent In wholesale prices.
corned are higher at retail.

Beef,ft:
Steak,

Pork, tb.
Steak, tb
Chop,
.(8§.10
Pigs’feet,
18
Ham, per ft
.05 §08
Shoulder,
Bacon,

Cornea,

Tougues,
Tripe,

Veal:

20

Steak,
Roasts,

.08

16

§.20

.13
18 I
12 §.13 i
11 §11

Salt

I03.U

Lamb

run

Lard,

05
Tongues, each
10 §22
Lamb,
Sprlug lamb, 15 §25

Cod,

05

14 §18
Halibut,
Smkalewives, string 15
25
Mackerel, each

Salmon,

Haddock,
Clams, qt
Lobsters,
Blueflsh,

05

2»»

^

with

20

25§30 Sea trout,
Fuel.

Coal—per ton—
Wood—per cord
6 00 §6 50
Broken,
Dry hard,
3 00 §5 00
Stove,
Dry soft,
Roundings per load
Egg,
25
100 §1
Nut,
5.00
Blacksmith s
Buuings,

7

00,
00 ]

7 00
7w

Flour, Grain and Feed.
Corn Is firmer to buy, but there are lo
changes lu the retail prices here.
50
OatB, bu
Flour—per bbl—
4 25 8 5 25 Shorts—bag— 1.10 §l 25
1 30 Mixed feed, bag
Corn, 100 1b bag
1 25§1 30
Corn meal, bag
I 30
1 30 Middlings, bag
Cracked corn,
1.30 §1.40

j
;

LONG SENTENCE.

A
One

That
tine

Discounted
Ever

Evarts

the I.ontrest
l Itered.

Abram S. Hewitt had a very nimble I
wit and dearly loved a joke. He was
once a guest at a dinner which includ- j
ed uccorder Smyth and Senator Evarts.
The recorder was poking fun at the i
senator and read front a newspaper !
clipping what purported to be a sentence from a recent speech made by
the senator, but which was in reality
wholly fictitious, as the senator knew
quite well. At its conclusion the laugh
was long and hearty at Mr. Evarts’ expense, and no one laughed longer or
heartier than the senator himself.
As soon as the laughter had subsided
Mr. Hewitt suddenly leaned across the
table and, looking rather sternly into
the smiling face of the recorder, said in
a well assumed tone of reproach:
“That certainly is a remarkable sentence, your honor, but criticism of i.
does not come well from you if today's
newspapers are to be believed, for they
contain a sentence of much greater
length which is attributed to you.”
“Why—wl*. how is that, Mr. Hewitt?” inquired the recorder, with considerable confusion.
“Because,” said Mr. Hewitt, with the
utmost gravity and that grim smile
which always accompanied his best
sayings, "you are there quoted as uttering a sentence that was to last
through the whole life of the prisoner.”

j

j

by telling

man

her the other

woman

reminds

1

|

CO., Bangor, Maine.
_—_J
^_ESTABLISHED 1839.

Recuperation—there la not so much In the
ordinary vacation as there Is in a single bottle
of Hood's Sarsaparilla, which refreshes the
tired blood, sharpens the dulled appetite, restores the lost courage. Take Hood's Sarsapa
rllia this summer.—Advt.

remedy—#1

Spring

‘j

■■■"

I.

Appetite poor?
stipated?
Ayer’s

came

'"00

him of her.

IMPERIAL

j

!
14 §16 I
12§14 ;

lb

of J

Dizzy?

Pr«sl» Fish.
Cod and haddock are now In good supply.
Mackerel, bluetlsb and Penobscot river salmon
We quote:
are In the market.

infuriates a woman by
telling her she reminds him of somebody
else, when he might tickle her to death

CLARION.

1

16
16

.15§.25
I23.2*

Roasts,

a

THE

I

Lumber and Building Materials.

The stupid

& BISHOP

.65 §.7*
12

—Philadelphia Ledger.

these thoroughly made ranges.
If yours is not one of them, ask
your
dealer or us about CLARIONS.

WOOD

Oil—per gal—
Linseed,
Kerosene,

low-

plantations

A

.35
.50
.60

1 25
Lumber—per M—
Spruce,
11 §13 Hemlock,
125
Hemlock,
Hemlock boards, 12 §13 Clapboards—per M—
12 §16
Extra spruce,
24 §26
Spruce,
16 §20
Spruce floor,
Spruce, No. 1, 17 §18
12 §15
Clear pine,
35 §60 !
Pine,
Matched pine,
15§20 Extra pine,
35§60
Shingles—per M—
Laths—per M—
2 75
2.00
Cedar, extra
Spruce,
2 36 Nails, per ft
.04 §.06
clear,
2d clear,
1 35 Cement, per cask 1 50
1
M
1 65 Lime, per cask
extra oue,
95
125 Brick, per M
No..,
7§11‘
'•
.75 Whltelead,prft .053.0 j
scoots,

their

tant gra> or haze and touch Kalaeoa or
P. G. Wooster.
Barber’s Point.

Here is your chance!
Save your fat's and win
a prize.

I

our

miles away, aud in
the shore, tall cocoanut
three

or

tomatoes and spinach. We quote:
Potatoes, pk
25 Turnips, ft
01*4
Potatoes (new), pk
50
Beets, tb
01*4
S potatoes,lb
05 Cabbage,
01
Bermuda onions,
06 Carrots, tb
01*4
05
03
Spanish onions,
Parsnips, ft
10 Beans—per qt—
Lettuce,
25
12
Spinach, pk
Yellow-eyo
<'5
10
Pea.
Squash,
15 Cucumbers,
Tomatoes, ft
05*03
Fruit.
Native strawberries are now in the market.
To-day’s price is 20.
15§25 Oranges, doz
Pineapples,
.35§.45
20 §2* Lemons, doz
25 §3
Apples, pk
20 Cranoerries, qt
12
Strawberries,
Groceries.
Rice, per tb
Cetlee—per tb
.06§.08
Rio,
.163-25 Pickles, per gal .45§.65
35 Olives, boitle
Mocha,
.250.75
35 Vinegar—per gal—
Java,
Pure cider,
.20
Tea—per ft—
.45
Cracked
.05
§.65
Japan,
wheat,
.04
.30§ 65 Oatmeal, per lb
Oolong,
.20
Sugar—per ft—
Buckwheat, pkg
.04
.05 >4 Graham,
Granulated,
Coffee—A & B, .05^ Rye meal,
.04
.05 Granulated meal, 1b 02*4
Yellow, C

passen-

to show t

I

Later.

down upon the banker, faunilyand friends
as if it meant to give them a good drench-

bors

scarce.

Molasses—per gal—
Havana,
Porto Rico,

Finally j

-■

Chickens..
Fowl.18 §20
Hay.
Best loose, per ton...12§14

washiug Syrup,

hemselves. The gong
sound*; I go to breakfast, my second meal
on board.
The tables aro about a third
filled.
With me “Richard is himself
again”.

neighbors

exposed.
a

begin

scrubbing

are

down decks.

this

on

in order to

amuse

to be in

It cuts

log pranks.

built

above-named

our

came

a

i

Mrs. Nolan’s Account of How He Was
o’clock I went to the bank,
pulled down the shades, lighted the
Cured
Another Case of the Virtue
gas and In the course of twenty minutes had packed every dollar in the
Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve
vaults Into a satchel provided for the
of
Medicines.
purpose. This satchel I placed on a
chair outside the railing and had sat
down for a smoke when there was a
rap at the door. I knew it was one of
In convulsions t
But let Mrs. Nolan tell the storr (a !
our force, but hardly expected to see
This most terrible of childhood’! her own words. We give her letter
just :
afflictions is rightly named. Nature as she wrote it, and the
the president himself.
original Is on
seems rent to her foundations.
The file at Dr. Greene’s office, where
"I expected it was you,” he said as
any*
unconscious staring eyes, the rigid one may see ft.
he entered; “always the last to go.
little limbs are fearful to witness.
You are working too hard and must
Mrs. Nolan’s Letter.
The agonized mother stands helpless
take a rest. At a meeting of the board
in the presence of the dread destroyer!
Mrs. Nolan says :
today it was decided to give you a
“My little boy Roy was afflicted with
month’s leave and a gift of $500 cash.”
nervousness and violent convulsion!
I don’t remember what I said in resince be was six months old. I tried
ply, but I do remember that something
many physicians without avail and
like horror seized upon me at the Idea
numerous remedies with no succesi.
of my own baseness. Right here with“At the age of three years he wtt
taken sick with diphtheria, and after
in reach of his hand was the money I
sixteen weeks’ severe illness at the
intended to flee with, and yet he was
hospital he was returned home in an i
lavish in his praise of my integrity.
extremely weak and exhausted condl* i
He remained only a brief time, and
tion. The slightest excitement would 1
soon after his departure I went outside
result in violent convulsions.
to walk about and plan a little. I
“Discouraged with the failure of
hadn’t given up the Idea of robbery
physicians and medicines to cure him,
and flight, but a still, small voice was
I wag induced by my friends to
try
Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve
whispering to me when a hand was
I purchased a bottle, and
laid on my arm. and I turned to conremedy.
the result has indeed been wonderful. I
front the leading merchant of the town.
“Roy commenced to improve im“Look here,” he said as we walked
mediately; his appetite returned, and
along arm in arm, "I’ve always done
the convulsions have now entirely
business with Gleason because 1 found
ceased. Dr. Greene’s Nervura is ineverything nil right, but I’m going to
deed a wonderful medicine, and I trust
Gleason
is
with
tomorrow.
the cure of my little boy will be given
begin
you
wide publicity in order that all childas good as gold
himself, but 1 don't
ren similarly afflicted may be cured.
fancy his new cashier. He's a high
“My full permission is given to
roller, I hear, and some day he may
publish this testimonial for others*
turn up missing with all the boodle he
good.’*
ROT NOLAN, Charlestown, Maas.
cun carry.
No fear of that in your
case.”
Little Roy Nolan, of Charlestown, Why Dr. Greene’s Nervura Cures.
And I had $107,000 all packed up and
Dr. Greene’s Nervura cured Roy
Mass., was afflicted with convulsions
in the most violent form ever since he Nolan as it has cured thousands of
was only waiting for train time to bewas a few months old.
It did not children of convulsions and St. Vitus’
come a robber.
seem that he could possibly live.
Dance, because it purifies the blood and
"Everybody is speuking in your
Yet today Roy Nolan is one of the strengthens the nerves. Have you a
praise,” be continued, “and you dein
Charleschild afflicted? Dr. Greene’s Nervura
healthiest, happiest boys
serve ail that is said. Just keep a level
town! You only need to look at the will cure it if you will give it a chance.
head and you'll find the road to honor
above portrait, from a recent photoDr. Greene's Nervura is undoubtedly
and wealth.”
pi aph taken especially for this article, the greatest Spring Medicine in the
I
lean
be
left
me.
had
to
to
When
be convinced of the fact of the world. It renovates the entire syscase!
tem and helps Nature in her
against a dead wall for support. The
Spring
sound of his footsteps was still in my
house-cleaning.
Mrs. Nolan a Happy Mother.
I
was
ears when 1 suddenly felt that
Medical Advice Free.
Mrs. John P. Nolan, of 51 Soley St.,
saved. There bad been a terrible strugis the mother of Roy
Dr. Greene’s advice is free. Write
Charlestown,
had
trigle of conscience, but right
Nolan, and a happy mother she is to- or call at 34 Temple Place, Boston.
umphed at last. 1 was pulling myself
Dr. Greene’s Nervura is a pure vegeday! Her darlinp boy has been restored
when
a
together to return to the bank
to perfect health.
table compound, contains no'minerals
woman accosted me by name and said:
He owes his complete recovery, his or poisonous drugs, and therefore its
rescue from the
terrible clutch of cures once accomplished are perma“How lucky I happened to see you.
to Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood nent,
It may be given to the
disease,
I was on my way down to Black’s to
youngest
and nerve remedy 1
child with perfect safety.
see if he wouldn’t take charge of this
package till tomorrow. It’s money I
got only two hours ago—$3,000.”
“Yes, I remember him,” said Alkali j
“Come in here, and i’ll give you a Ike. “He died
“Heart
very sudden.”
*receipt.”
^iaeaee?” ashed
the
eastern tourist. j
“Never mind that. We all know you
vr«i. now, I don’t know as you can
and trust you.”
say it was the heart any more’o the club,
Bowels conHer parting words gave me a shiver.
spade or diamond. Any way, he deai
It’s your liver!
IIow little they knew me. I had one; hiesalf four
more trial to undergo.
Almost at the
Pills are liver
door of the bank 1 met two business
_—_
ai'jcrt'.icmtnis.
men of high standing who were holdWant your moustache or beard a
ing an animated conversation.
beautiful brown or rich black ? Cse
“Hoard the news?” queried one as I

The King

the

am

Wonderful Rescue of Roy Nolan of;
Charlestown, Mass.
;
Reveals

Baled..
why Magellan ever named this Straw.
Pacific. Probably it was on
No loose straw on the market.
some calm, bright day when the ocean was
Loose..
..%.10*12
in one of her best
Baled.
18
moods, and so she
charmed him; for now she plays with
Vegetables.
There Is plenty of green stuff In the marketthe great hull of this
ship as though it rhubarb, radishes,
lettuce, cucumbers, parsley,
were an
I

AN AGONIZED MOTHER.

At 7

I wonder

ocean

the hurricane

on

Poultry.
Poultry Is

atbrrUscnuntB.
v

Repentance

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt snail
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushei of potatoes,
in good order and fit for shipping, Is 60 pourds;
of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of oeansln
good order and fit for shipping. Is 62 pounds.
Of wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips and peas, 60
pounds; of corn, 66 pounds; of onions. 52
pounds; of carrots, Engllsn turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; or parsnips,45 pounds;
of barley ana buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
The prices quoted below are the retail prices
at Ellsworth.
Farmers can easily reckon from
these what they are likely to receive in trade
or cash for their products.

My friend, seeing that I appear to
be all “O. K.”, asks me to
go and find
his son and
Country Produce.
bring him in.
with blessings—Mirpah.
Butter.
“I will gladly do so,” I
The
of
his
la
at
poat.
prow
Our pilot
say, and turn
and creamery butter are both In good
Dairy
toward Golden Gate, and to go. But just now I feel a
supply. We quote:
oar ,blp turns
very unThe gong sounds pleasant sensation
Creamery per ft...22 §25
we pass safely through.
within, and there
16 §40
Dairy.
In tbe great dining- seems to be a bunion or a
lor lunch. Tables
big toe or Cheese.
ealoon are well filled. The ship slows up, something or other trying to ascend my
Beat factory (new) per ft.16018
Best dairy (new)..
has a trelets off tbe pilot to bis boat that Is hove alimentary canal which
Dutch (Imported).
.......90
mendous push
behind it. I hurry to
to in the offing.
Neufehatel.. ..05
and
under
before I can hardly realize
good headway again, quarters,
dew we are
harbor
lightship and tbe what is going on, Neptune has the first
Eggs are scarce and firmer; supply limited
pass tbe
farallones, and on our course southwest- Installment of his dues from me, and 1 and demand good.
still retain my loose
Fresh laid, per doz.20 §22
ward.
ivory.
P. G. Wooster.

I

RLIa8WORTH

this

cuperate himself from failing
health;
they to bear him company, and for the
pleasure of the trip. “How are you,” I

!,
touls
*nd

i

Oo my way I pass the

friend,

a

city, who, w^yna wife and three children, one boy and two girls, Is going to
Japan and other oriental ports; he to re-

out

move

up.

"Wlmt is it?"
“Y'ou remember the clerk in my
brother's otiice in Philadelphia who
skipped out two years ago with $30,000? Well, he's been overhauled, lie
went to Peru, no doubt expecting to
have grand times. It seems that everybody soon knew be was a thief, and tie
was an object of conteuspt.
He wandered about, always a marked man,
and at last was so overcome with
shame and degradation that be asked
to be arrested and sent back.
He was
despised, insulted and plundered, and
be did not have one hour's solid comfort out of bis funds. He will go to
prison for ten or fifteen years, and he
might as well die then. Say. isn't it a
curious thing that men will so destroy
themselves?”
“Take your own case." added the other as he placed a hand on my shoulder.
"Y'ou are young, but respected, trusted
and honored and on the sure road to
wealth. Y'ou might crib $100,000 from
the bank and get away, but would that
compensate you for the sacrifice? No.
Even a million wouldn’t. I tell you, the
man who has got to outlaw himself to
enjoy his plunder must see days when
he would almost give his life to be set
back in the position he once held."
I passed on into the bank and carefully locked the door behind me. My
knees were so weak that I bad to rest
for a good twenty minutes. Even my
hair was sopping wet with perspiration.
When I felt strong enough, I carried
the satchel to fhe vault, opened the
doors and replaced the money, and it
was not until the Iron doors were
locked again that 1 felt sure 1 bad won.
There would be.no watchman that
night. I bad planned It so. I took oft
my coat, kicked off my shoes and made
myself comfortable In an armchair. I
did not feel sleepy, but when the day
porter came at 7 in the morning to relieve the watchman I was sound asleep.
It had got to the ears of the officers
$hat I had sacrificed my night because
of the death of the watchman's wife,
and the president feelingly said:
“Bless the dear boy! He's a man out
of a million!"
Am I still cashier? Well, never mind
about that. I am still regarded as an
honest man, and I doubt if yon could
make any of my business friends believe that I had ever been tempted for
M. QUAD.
aa Instant

Kodol
Cure

Dyspepsia
Digests what

you

Buckingham’s Dye

50cts.

approach

can

laiesldiscoveieddigest-

ferencc with vrork.

No ottier preparation
It in efficiency. It In-

R. P

Hall

& Co

Nashua,

N. H.

Have relieved hundreds of

cases where others have railed. The mostdifficult cases successfully treated by mall,and ben.
cflclal results guaranteed in every instance. No
risk whatsoever. We treat hundreds of ladles
whom we never see. Write for further particulars and free confidential advice. Do not put off

too long. Alllettcra truthfully answered. Remember, this remedy Is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and positively leaves
no after ill effect upon the health. Sent by mail,
securely scaled, $2.00. Money letters should be
registered. DII. J. W. EMMONS CO.. 170 Tremont St., JLionton, Mass.

Price SOc. and Si. Larges, re contains 2H tlmee
small size. Book a) aboutdyspepsiamaiiedfr&s
Prepared by E C ueWiTT &CO-. Cblcagft.

A.

dru^Hstsor

Monthly Regulator has brought happiness to
hundreds of asixi- ,uo women. There is punitively no other remedy known to medical science
that will eo quickly and surely do the work.
Longest and niord obstinate irregularities from
any cause relieved immediately. Success guaranteed at any stage. No pain, unnger,or inter,

stantly relievesand permanently cures'
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Heartburn,
Flatulence, Sour Stomach, Nausea,
Sick Headache, Uastralgia Cramps and
al> other results of im perfect d igestion.

C.

of

Emmons’

eat.

It artificially digests the tood aDd aidl
Nature iu strengthening and reconstructing the exhausted digestive organs. It isihe
ant and tonic.

pills.

PARCHER,

APOTHECARY.
Maine.

Ellsworth,

REMEDY
is

sure

i

CATARRH
^

to

CIVE

BAU*B

pg^^coLDl
ely's am mKv&sssVA
SATISFACTION.

Hp*

Gives Relief at once.
S
It cleanser, soothes
and heals the diseased
membrane.
It
and
drives
catarrh
a wav cold in the
head
la a»>. ™
It
quickly.
sorbed.
Heals
tbe
Mem- IIM f
| LTLII
protects
brace. Restores the 8enses of Taste and Smell.
Full size, 50c.. at druggists’ or by mail; Trial
Size, 10c. by mall. ELY BROTH ERS. 56 War
ren St., New York.

niri's^B

with worm*.
A few doses of

(P

True’s worm

m

Elixir!

will expel worms if they exist, and proxea valu- ■
able tonic it there are no worms. 36c. at drunu u. ■
llr. J. F, TRI E A CO., Auburn,
M

TIME and
MONEY BY

6 AUC
* **

Challen’s

Worms?
Many children are troubled
and treated for something else.

Publishers and Printers.

Advertisers,

and||AV (TITl/CD

t

Record

USING

Books.

Advertiser’s Record.
Subscription Record,
Job Printer’s Record,
Advertising Record,
Correspondence Record.
Ruled, printed and Indexed for quick entry
and reference
Descriptive circular and price
list on application. Published by
E. A. & W. E. CHILD,
It Dover Street,

New York.

BLiLiSWORTn

STEAM

LAUNDRY

AND BATH BOOMS.

I IniCC Who Have Used Them
LAUI CO Recommend astheBiST
OR. HIT6'*
Star Crown Brand

"HO

\

$

PENNYROYAL PILLS.

lamcdlait relief, no danger. do pain.
Used for years t>y .trading ipecialiwr*.

Hundred* of teed*
moniai*. A trial will convince you of their intrinsic value
in eaae of mppreaaion.
Send ten cent* for aample and
book. Ail Druggist, or by mail flJObox.

KING MEDICINE CO., Cj« <930, BOSTON, MASS.

PAY, NO

WA8HEE.”

All kinds of laundry worK done at short n
Ice. Goods called for and delivered.
H. B. KHTKY A CO.,
w®ai End Bridge.
Ellsworth. *“

The merchant who does not advertise in
a

dull

season

makes it

more

profitable for

those who do advertise.
%

<£ tjc (Cllstoortl) American.
A

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
PUBLISHED

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

Reunion of New England Singers at
Old Orchard—Blauvelt to Sing.
An interesting musical event is to take

shock. Maine’s supreme court isn’t
the kind of a body to make flesh of
one county, and fish of another.

place at Old Orchard on Saturday and
Sunday, August 15 and 16. It is a musical
reunion of singers from all over New Eng-

MAINE,

ELLA WORTH,
BT THE

at the

represented

Maine was well

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. Rollins, Editor and Manager.

great Hooker parade and statue

land, an innovation which, if successful
this year, will become an annual affair.
Invitations have been extended to all
members of tbe October festival cycle,
which means all the festival choruses in
New Brunswick, Maine, New Hampshire,
Vermont and northern New York.
This unique scheme has been evolved
by W. R. Chapman, tho father of tbe
Maine music festival, the indefatigable
promoter of things musical, and director-in-chief of the festivals.
All who are regularly enrolled as members of any festival chorus are Invited to
sing. All who can show ticket of membership from any of tbe festival choruses
will receive a ticket insuring admission
and a seat upon the platform for this
entire festival. This ticket will also,
entitle the holder to the specially lew rates
on tbe railroads.
It is intended to make this a social
reunion as well as a musical treat, and

un-

The
in Boston last Thursday.
P.
orator of the day, Gen. Charles
Mattocks, was graduated from Bow-

veiling
Subscription Price—$2 00 a year; $1.00 for six
months; 50 cents for three'months; If paid
strictly in advance, $1 50, 75 and S8 cents
respectively All arrearages are reckoned at
the rate of $2 per year.
Advertising Rates—Are reasonable, and will
be made known on application.

Business communications should be addressed
monev orders made parable to Thf.
Elis
Hancock county Publishing Co.,
Worth, Maine.

to, and all
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Ouarter

s

Chamberlain,
ex-governor of Maine, and ex-presiStill
Bowdoin
dent
of
college.
another was Col. Elijah Walker, a
other

native of Union.
The old saw to the effect that “few
office-holders die, and none resign”
has once more been dulled by the
recent resignation of Hon. H. B.
Saunders as United States marshal
The vacancy has
for this district.

there

been filled by the appointment of
Hon. Henry W. Mayo, of Hampden, a
former member of the governor’s staff

31"

will

and

It

rune

a.

out

JULY 1, 1903.

at

colonies

Harbor and Seal

Harbor

are

Excellent artists have been engaged for
parts. Madame Lillian Blauveit,
who is gaining new laurels in Covent
Garden, London, this season, will make
her first appearance after her return from

arms

Things

a

good

President can be a

Yet that is what the Arpus says.

In

meeting held last week, committees

appointed

tosee what

can

saying that there is no great
lose without some small gain stands good
Last
in the case Surry has to present.

people

of

thrifty

that

celebrate

conviction
land will not refuse another nomination if it is tendered him.
Assuming this to be true, the demoin the

opinion

of the

Argus, badly complicated. Mr. Byran
is, it thinks, heir-apparent to the
democratic nomination, and will continue to be until he resigns or is put
out by force.
“This is the way,” continues the
“in which Col. Bryan looks at
the situation. It is the way most of
his former supporters look at it, and

Argus,

it is the only logical conclusion to be
reached.
Unless the supporters of
Mr. Cleveland can induce Mr. Bryan
to surrender his just claim upon the
party, there is sure to be a hot row at
the democratic national convention,
and unless Mr.

ination,

Byran gets

the

nom-

the man who
shall receive it, there will be a wide
and unhealable breach in the party, a
breach which will give
Theodore
Roosevelt the election without an
effort.
“Mr. Bryan will never give his supor

can

name

port to Mr. Cleveland. He holds the
ex-President responsible for all the
misfortunes which have come to the
party of late. He has said so often
and with emphasis.
“To an outsider who lives down
here in Maine it looks as if Mr. Cleveland will receive the nomination in
spite of the protests and threats of
Mr. Bryan and his followers. If so,
Mr. Cleveland and his party will be
again snowed under in November,

all

Birds Destroying Berries.
South Hancock, Mb., June 27,1903.
To the Editor of The American:
Strawberries have been ripening on the
weeks, but yesterpicked our first baskets.

Valley

Farm for two

day, June 28, we
We gathered in all just thirty-two quarts,
and went over five acres to get them.
Five quarts were so badly bird-eaten
that they were unfit to offer for sale,
and were taken for family use, but in
picking them over only about one-half
was

saved.
other twenty-seven quarts
commissioned there were quite

Among the
which

we

number of the

a

be sung,
the orcbes-

been

bad

berries that

slightly picked into, which lessened their
value., If all the fruit had been allowed
to ripen undisturbed by the birds, at the
lowest estimate we feel justified in making, during this time ten bushels could
have been gathered.
The pickers reported that over one-half of the ripe fruit
they found, or that which was just beginning to color, had been picked into
only a short time before.
It is evident that if we had not put up a
strong fight we would not have been able
to have gathered one-half the berries that
we did.
About three-fourths of this
destruction can be safely charged to the
robin, and the other fourth to the cherry
bird.

of the fight was fully equal
of the “few” berries we man-

As the cost
to the value

aged to get away from the robins, they
virtually got the whole. This figures
against them, 320 quarts at 20 cents per
quart (they would have averaged us better
than that to our special trade), f64 to our
nothing.
It seems to

us

birds have been

that the

very extravagant, thoughtless and selfish
to UBe us in this way. We had been to
the whole expense to grow those berries,
the birds not
we

giving

us

discover,

could

talk

about

the least aid that

In

spite

of

destruction

their

requi- jurious

uniting with
great solo quartette of favorite artists:
Madame Shanna Camming,
soprano; Madame Isatelle Bouton, contralto; Edward P. Johnson, tenor; Harry
F. Merrill, bass.
The festival will be given under tbe
management of tbe camp-meeting association, and they are planning for the

The old

winter when the

furnish

On Sun-

tra and this

vigorous article based on the recent town—who. by the way, are to
their centennial in
freezing
alleged interview of Mr. Cleveland for the want of coalAugust—were
and from other hardby Mr. Baileyf of Texas, the Argus ships, the potato bug was extermistates its
that Mr. Cleve-

is,

will

all the choruses

were

be doneabout it.

a

cratic muddle

August

15.

Saturday night,
Miscellaneous numbers by
on

what they regard as unsightly electric the balance of the programme.
Thing.”
light
poles. Bishop Doane, of Albany, is day, August 16. the grandest of
an
to
interesting
the leader of the protest, and at a mass ems, Verdi’s masterpiece, will

pass when so staunch a democratic
paper as the Eastern Argus, of Portland, admits that any contingency
can arise under which the election of

republican
thing.

at tbe coucert

Good

are come

a

Europe,

tue chorus and the orchestra

against the erection in those villages of

“Will be

different choruses to become

tbe solo

Northeast
up in

the

season.

m.

summer

for

Many have already given
of co-operation, and it is certain that delegates will be present to
represent every working chorus in tbe
October festival cycle. It is hoped that
all will assist in making this the grand
gala occasion of the mid-summer^outing

miles, serving a population If 525 people,
nira
fT
^ rr *•*
VL Quarter 1 / p. m residing in 125 houses. The postoffice at
New
7:4<
0
South Deer Isle will be discontinued and
Z*k a. m
^Moon
mail sent to Stonington instead.
»:14
CH
01

opportunity

an

assurance

fifteen miles long,
area of eight square

an

cover

to-day.

be

members of

Hancock county’s third B. F. D. route
goes into operation
of Stonington. It ia

will

acquainted.

COUNTY GOSSIP.

The

WEDNESDAY,

Gen. J. L.

was

24 25

MOON'S PHR8E9.

Isev*
p-tn.

’62, and for years was a resident of Portland. One of the most
distinguished participants in the paAnrade was Gen. O. O. Howard.
doin in

FROM BAR HARBOR.

Comspontjencf.

MISIC FESTIVAL.

“Bangor plan” would be maintained,
in spite of what the supreme court
judges have said, has received a rude

all the
of

in-

insects, by persons not having
near the practical experience and observation that we have had.
When one can give us the least tangible evidence that

these

least

branch of agricultural
gladly give them the

use

interest

credit.

to any
will

we

Until that time

the best authorities in

they

birds

are no

good.

we

are

of the

stand

with

maintaining that
E. W. W.

more, and his permanentr etention of
his present place, were counted on.
Senator Hanna, who spent Friday in
Washington, said before leaving that
there was no truth in the statement
telegraphed from Cleveland that he
had come to Washington to confer
with

the

Payne’s

regarding
resignation,

President

Mr.

and
probable
that in so far as he knew Mr. Payne
had no such intention.
Penobscot county has joined the procession in the enforcement crusade.
Every hotel bar in Bangor was closed

night; internal revenue licenses
expired yestarday, and it is given out
Grothat they will not be renewed.
The
cers and druggists also quit.
doubt so freely expressed that the
last

plenty ot

entertainment
will visit Bar Harbor

ion and

crowds who

lor the
tbe

the Fourth-The

Fourth.

Emery O. Frailer has
hatchery to work.

The headquarters tor excursionists and
seeking diversion on the nation’s
great holiday will be tbe Athletic park,
where all sorts of recreation will be provided. Tbe park will be open throughout the day and evening.
Some of tbe attractions will be a sbam
battle between a band of Passamaquoddy
Indians and a band ot trappers; a grand
display of fireworks and reproduction, by
local talent, of Miller £ Robinson’s spectacle, “The Battle of Manila;” merry-goround; a den of snakes, a cage of monkeys
and other wild animals.
Two high divers will dive from tbe top
ot a ninety-foot ladder into a tank ot
The toboggan
water four feet deep.
sbute and “House of too much trouble”
There will be
will be tn full operation.
dancing day and evening in the new

Cbarlea O. Garland, ot the Bangor
bon.
college, la at home during his
tlon.
Fred

An excursion under tbe auspices of
Queen City senate, No. 332, K. A. E. O.,
and Bangor commandery, No. 301, A. and
I. O. h. of M., will leave Bangor the
morning of the Fourth for Bar Harbor.
It Is expected that there will be from 1,000
to 1,600 people in tbe crowd. Tbe excursion will be accompanied by a band, and
Immediately on tbelr arrival tbe visitors
will march to Athletic park where arrangements will be made for checking garments and bundles.
During the day concerts will be given at
tbe park by Llndall’a band and the band
accompanying tbe excursionists.
A board of trade meeting was held at
Grand Army hail Saturday evening at
which the chief business discussed was
the entertainment of the officers and men
of the British fleet which is to arrive here

Monday morning, July

Pills
Peptiron
(Chocolate-coated)
Are an easily assimilated and
remarks,
bly effective combination of

pepsin, iron
(tho

manganese, celery, phosphorus
great brain food) and other great

of

Peptiron Pills
(Chocolate-coated)

Nourish, strengthen

and quiet the wholt
system, aid digestion and assirailation, give color, flesh and vigor,
nervous

curing nervousness, nervous dyspepsia,
anemia, neuralgia and sleeplessness.]

Peptiron Pills
(Chocolate-coated)

blessing to delicate women, worn*
out mothers, tired housewives, overtasked school boys and girls, overworked business and professional men,
an'd to the aged and infirm.
Are

(Chocolate-coated)
to the taste, 50c. or $1,
C. I. HOOD CO., Lowell, Mass. _
Are

be

a

and

officers of the ships there will

round

receptions,

of

agreeable

Selling Agent In Ellsworth:
Q. A. Parcher. H Main Street.
Jfor Salt.

large committee

the

non-residents.
For the

a

Peptiron Pills

after

prominent residents

dinuers

and

For the sailors large tents will
be pitched on the Grand Central lawn,
where accommodations will be provided
dances.

tonict

nervines and nutrients.

voted to leave the mat-

was

ter In the bands of

consisting

and

R

aWjcrtfsrmmt*.

6.

decided,

not

are

June 29.

Just what form of entertainment is to
was

W.

Hollins and
Ivory Frarlj,
employed by the Maine Central
railroad, vlaited their homes here on,,
Sunday.
who

pavilion.

be extended

th
08

nese

others

discussion it

gone to

Vernal Fraater Is at work tor
Frank*
Fitts at Rocky Fond.

HOMESTlEAD^edgwIck?Maine
house, fully

—Large square
(1AKLTON
Hall through the centre.

furnished.
Eight large square
with closets, besides dining-room and
kitchen in the two-story extension; well and
cistern: woodshed and stable.
Extensive
A most comfortable summer
water front.
home, cool and healthful. Terms reasonable
for cash. Address Mrs. E. R. Durkio:. West
Park, New York, or J. W. Penney, Sedgwick,
Maine.
rooms

attend tbe festival,
STATE NEWS.
for those who wish to
sleep ashore.
special arrangements to
nated. They evidently got frozen out, for take care of 1,000 persons at fl per day.
home at Town Hlil, Eden.
Gen. W. 8. Choate, clerk of courts of Here refreshments of coffee, doughnuts
Fai tn of 40 to 50 acres. Good field and
HOUSE—My
our correspondent writes that there are
Low excursion rates from ail points will Kennebec county, and Inspector-general and lemonade will be furnished.
Cuts 15 to 1ft tons of hay. Two story
The tents will be in charge ot»Roy E
be made by the railroads.
These tickets on Gov. Cleaves’ staff, died in Augusta
Kasture.
only a few specimens to be found.
ouse, large stable, all in good repair. Loca8 miles from Bar Harbor and Northeast
will be good from Friday to Monday, and last Saturday, aged fifty-three
Smith, secretary of the Bar Harbor Young tion,
years.
Harbor and 6 miles from Quarryvillc, where
The whales in Union river bay are just especially low rates will be issued for all
Men’s Christian association.
there
are good markets for any farm product*.
The town of Wells y asses its 2.50th birthnow dividing
with the moose up back who hold the chorus
Gov. Hill and bis staff will welcome the Very good location for a country hotel.
tickets.
but will indulge in no elabview of the mountains. Will sell on
5,
day,
July
Splendid
of Ellsworth the attention of summer
visitors on behalf of the State.
Good board can be secured at prices
easy terms or will rent for a terra of years.
orate celebration. However, such an annivisitors. When swimming up the bay they varying from fl to f2 per day. Sleeping
The announcement that none of the The only reason why I wish to sell is that I am
not ante to work the farm on account of my
versary is worthy of one. Few towns in
drive all the fish into the river, and so accommodations can be bad for
fifty and Maine can look down from the summit of American warships will be in the harbor age. Apply to JB. M. Hamor, West Eden, Me.
great is the quantity fleeing in terror up twenty-five cents per night. Furnished
with the British ships is disappointing*
so many years.
Buckeye mowing machine,
Tiger
stream, that they jump the river banks, cottages, which will accommodate six or
but the Dews that Frenchman’s bay ia to ONEhorse-rake. Apply to Mrs. Mary A.
Maine claims the oldest living triplets
Macomhrk, 11 Fourth St., Ellsworth.
and are being hauled away by cartloads ten
be
where
the
rendezvous
for
an
Immense
can
fleet
of
and
lodge
persons,
parties
in the United States.
They are: Mrs. our own ships in July and August goes
aud used for fertilizer. When swimming
get their own meals, can be secured.
Sarah A. Fossett, wife of
&O0t.
back from the bay these whales drive
George M. far towards tempering the disappointThose desiring board at fl per day rate
everything before them out to sea. where, should communicate at once with the Fossett, pf Union; Mrs. Mary A. Fossett, ment.
It is said that this fleet will conDOLLARS ($5) Reward. For the rewidow of Samuel Fossett, of Union; and
not being used to deep water, they scatter Rev. I.
sist of some forty or fifty ships, and if
ftturn of a dog, 8 months old. Answers to
Luce, Old Orchard. If any
the name
Judy. Yellow with white on legs
along the coast, east and west.
They all friends of the singers desire to obtain Mrs. Martha Hayes, widow of Thomas that is true, as it undoubtedly is, it will and neck. ofWhite
spot on right hip. Lost in
plan to reassemble in the bay after the this cheap rate of board, they can do so Hayes, of Union, who now resides in be the largest fleet of war vessels that I Trenton woods. Return to 29 Cottage street,
Bar Harbor. Joe Emery.
Massachusetts.
The first two married
departure of the whales.
ever assembled in these waters.
by early application. All rooms will be
brothers. These triplets were born on
filled in order of their application.
Such a large number of ships in the
EHantrt.
June 20,
aud
1823,
Mrs. Mary M. R. Gott, of Surry, who is
celebrated
their
It is necessary that all members of the
harbor will bring to Bar Harbor thouslast month. They are
in her seventy-seventh year, experiences
eightieth
birthday
chorus who desire to take part in tbe
ands of people who will leave many
CUTTERS—30 good men in mothe children of
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
her first ride on a
railroad last week,
tion t27 and the stone started. Works
dollars in the hands of the citizens of PAVING
festival, should' report to the secretary
floe ou lift and rift.
T. W. Parek, Vinalwhen she rode from Ellsworth to Mt.
Townsend, of Union, in which town they the town.
of the chorus, before
in order
Me.
comfort of all

who

I'tMVE

Desert Ferry,
Mrs.

Gott

a

was

distance

of fifteen

miles.

that seats

born in the state of New

from

Lake

Champlain

ham, where she first located.
elled
the

in

a

prairie

the

as

to dress

and

seats

wilt

be

enforced.

to Ded-

She trav-
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Remarkable Record.

of F. H.

sixteen-year
Sedgwick.

the

first

woman

graduate

of

Coiby

college
Augusta woman, Mrs. L.
D. Carver, wife of State Librarian Caris

an

Mrs. Carver for two years was the only
woman in the college, while now a third
of the members are women.
The next
two women who graduated from
Colby

Miss Louise Coburn, of Skowbegau,
niece of ex-Governor Coburn, in 1877, and
Miss Emily P. Meader, in 1878.
Mrs.
Carver now has a daughter, Miss
Kuth,
were

The longevity of the Tapley*, of West
Brooksville, is well known. For thirty
five years there has not been a death in
the family of Thomas Tapley, but on last
Friday, Juue 26, this remarkable record
was brokeu by the death of a grandson,

Smith,

haven.

born.

The

son

of

ORLAND.
Mrs.

D.

R. Connor has returned after

few weeks in

a

Bucksport.

German measles, although

at
on

the wane,

Colby.

stilt has its victims.

CHURCH

NOTES.

—

Daniel O’Hearn and wife arrived from
Bar Harbor Monday.

old

UNITARIAN.

annual vacation at that time.

things owing to the drouth and great scarcity
of farm help.’ It Is so with every variety of
help, and farmers feel it here as much as else
where. I am paying a third more for common
help with shorter hours than I paid four or five
years ago. Then 1 had ten times more applications than I could find work for. Now, I am
running short-handed with much work suffer
lng to be done at once, and could hire at the advanced price if I could find good help; but that
which distresses me the most is the fear that
much of my fruit will rot on the vines and be
devoured by the birds, because of the lack of
berry gatherers, when great pay can be made
at the work.
it seems to be the greatest shame to grow
fruit and then have it wasted because of the
lack of help to take care of It, but that Is the
outlook here now. We hear of thousands Idle
in the great cities because of the labor troubles,
while in the country no help can be had. This
state of things we know cannot last very long;
just how long we,would like very much to
know, so that we can act accordingly. It seems
to us that the high water mark of a very blah
tide of prosperity has been reached, and that it
will recede now very soon, and go as far the
other way.
Strawberry Valley Fruit Farm.
South Hancock, June 14,1903.

Tbe labor situation

still

settled, and tbe prospect
settlement

seems

remote.

remains
of

un-

early
Tbe painters
an

and paper-bangers are out on a strike,
ver.
Bates admitted women two years
expected to bring
and tbeir union bas published a notice
prior to 1875, when Mrs. Carver entered
a copy of tbe “Requiem”, tbe festival book
all persons belonging to their
Colby, but there wag only one attendant. requesting
of 1903, and “Tbe Hallelujah Chorus”.
union to
from Bar Harbor

days to make the journey.

Loomis W.

were

A GENT—Male or female, to take orders di/V rect from consumers for our II styles of
fine hosiery.
Address
Exclusive territory.
Lawrence Knitting Co., 172 Broadway, Lawrence, Mass.

Each member will be

covered wagon—one similar to
schooner—and it took twelve

A

August 1,
stage may be provided

for tbe correct number of singers.
The usual festival rules and restrictions

York, aud lived most of her childhood
days near Lake Champlain. Mrs. Gott
often tells of her experiences when she
travelled

on

—

Oyster Bay, the presence of Mr. Payne
in Washington for at least a month

Bar
will be
on

oil

Situation—BritlsU'Vleet.
Harbor, Jane 30 (special)—There

and have made

Smith,
Rev. 8. W. Sutton, pastor.
Thomas Tapley and wife have had nine
Capt. F. P. Hutchins of the schooner
1904, and the grand old republican
Sunday, July 5—Morning service at
and
two girls. “Fannie F. Hall” has arrived from Boston. 10 30.
children, seven boys
party can manage national aff airs tot
[ East Sunday school at 11.45.
Thirty-five years ago, a baby boy, ouly a
The village schools will close next FriLamoine—Service Sunday, July 5,
at least four years longer, which will
few weeks old, and another boy, four and
day, while those of the outlying districts at 3 30 p. in.
be a good thing, not only for the a half
years old, died at the same time of continue a week
BAPTIST.
longer.
country, but for both Mr. Cleveland diphtheria. Since then there has not
Rev. David Kerr, pastor.
1.
Fairbrother,
superintendent of
and Mr. Bryan.
Let the tight pro- been a death in Mr. Tapley’s family, nor
Sunday, July 5
Morning service at
schools in Washington, D. C., arrived at
ceed.”
in that of any of his children, five of
10 30. Sermon by pastor. Communion at
bis summer home here Tuesday.
whom are married, and four of whom
close of service. Suuday school at 12 m.
No Intention of Resigning.
Charles Cotton, wife and children, and
have children. You g Smith, who died
Junior C. £. at 6 p. in. Evening service
Postmaster-General Payne has no last Friday, was the oldest grandson.
John and Miss Josephine A. Cotton, of
at 7 30. C. E. topic: “Christian Citizenwill
of
from
arrive
intention
the cabMr. Tapley was seventy-eight
Waltham, Mass.,
resigning
Wednesday ship.”
years
inet in the immediate future.
This old last Monday, June 29, and both he for a two-weeks’ oating.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
In place of the usual preaching service
statement was made by the postmas- and bis wife are as hale and hearty as
Trenton—Service Suuday at 2.30 p. m.;
at the Methodist church last Sunday
many
couples
twenty-five
years
younger.
himself
when
his
attention
Mr.
Kerr.
ter-general
One of their sons Is Omar W. Tapley, of evening, a social prayer meeting, under
the
fact
that
was called to
numerous
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
Ellsworth, treasurer of Hancock county
the direction of Rev. M. S. Preble, was
Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
reports had been sent out from Washheld. A large number attended.
Sunday, July 5—Morning service at
ington to the effect, that, owing to his
Scarcity of Farm Help.
Mrs. Minnie Blaisdell, of Brooklyn, 10.30. Suuday school at 11.45.
Social
Following is an extract of a letter from
poor health, the criticism of the public
N. Y., who has been the guest of Mrs. J
meeting at 7 p. m.
E. W. Wooster, the Sooth Hancock fruitpress, etc., he would offer his resignaE.
will
leave
this week to visit her
Marks,
Tuesday evening meetings omitted durgrower, to the Commercial Farmer and
tion almost immediately.
mother, Mrs. Remick, of Ellsworth, where ing July and August.
It is learned, moreover, that in mak- Villager:
she will meet her daughter Miss Maude
Trenton—Service Sunday at 2.30 p.m.;
Everywhere among farmers we hear the cry
of Winchester, Mass., who will take her Mr. Shnonton.
ing plans for the coming summer, ‘Great
scarcity and deplorable condition of
which was done at the last cabinet
meeting before the President left for

Big Time

LAKEWOOD.
Labor

On account of the cool evenings, the
managers of the Mast Hill and Soper’s
groves have been unable thus fartobavea
dance this season. Now matters are looking more favorable, and if the warm
weather continues the Fourth will call
out a large crowd to each of these popular places. If, however, it should prove
cool, Charles Gray will have a dance at
the town hall; ao be the Fourth fair or
foul, Orland’s young people can dance.
EAST

1

BLUEHILL.

Rev. J. P. Simooton wee here Sunday
afternoon and baptized several converts
(pr Rev. J. D. McGraw.
Last Thursday Postmaster G. G. Long,
company with C. H. Curtis, started In
Ur. Curtis’ twenty-six foot sloop for
Stonlngton and other points along the
coast. They expect to be gone three or
four days.
June 28.
Spec.
In

Fewer

gallons ;wears longer; Devoe.

CONGREGATIONAL.

Rev. J. AT. Adams, pastor.
Friday, July 3—Prayer and conference
meeting at 7 30. Subject: “The fatherhood of God.”

Sunday, July 5— Morning service
Sunday school at 11.45.
UNION CONG’L, ELLSWORTH FALLS.

at

10.30.

Rev. J. A. Scheuerle.

Sunday, July 5 —Preaching service
10 30

a.

m.

Sunday school at 11.30

at

a. m.

keep away

until

tbe

difficulty

between

tbe union

and contractors is settled.

Saturday morning tbe carpenters In tbe
employ of A. E. Lawrence were called out
by the carpenter?*’ union because Mr.
Lawrence employed non-union painters
on tbe Bowdoin job.
Tbe carpeuters wbo
were at work on the Cassatt bouse were
a>so called out because J. J. Canning and
F. D. Foster & Son, wbo have tbe paintlug contract, employed non-union painters.
The situation is certainly a deplorable
one, and tbe suggestion has been made to
have tbe difficulties between the uuions
and the contractors left to the srbltration
of a committee of representative citizens
wbo are disinterested iu a direct way.

Tbe second

oul-door

concert of the
season by tbe Bar Harbor band
was attended
by a very large crowd wbo
thoroughly enjoyed the excel.ent music.

_

California and Arizona Grand Canyon.
The official ezcurelon ot department ot
Maine G. A. R. leaving Portland August
6, offers unusual inducements to any one
desiring to visit California and “the
world’s wonder”, the grand canyon of
Arizona, returning through Salt Lake and
Colorado’s grand mountains.
Comrade A. M. Sawyer, 31 Free Btreet,
Portland, or Isaac U. Danlortb, assistant
adjutant Igeuoral, 30 School street, Brunswick, will furnish Itinerary upon application.

NOTICE.
wile. C.rtie A. Trundy,
me without just cause or
I hereby forbid all persons harprovocation,
boring or trusting h* on my account, as I
shall pay no bills of her contracting after this
date.
Moses C. Trcndy.
Haven. Me.. June 22. 1903.
my
\IfHEKEAS left
▼V

having

__

NOTICE.
Fernald

(».

How-

give
I bills
ard, his time from this date, and will pay
of his
HEREBY

my son,

contracting.

no

Orlando B. Howard.

Cape Rosier, Me., June 29.

li*03.

NOTICE.
HAVE closed out my entire stock of goods
and gone out of business, therefore all
persons having any account at my store are
requested to pay the same at once, as after
July 15 all bills will be left with an attorney.
Owen Byrn.

I

SPECIAL NOTICE.
in Cuniculocus Park.

I

trespass
life and property
DO demand
protection
from the
of Hancock, the
not

to

State of

county
Maine, and the United States of America.
Mary C. Fretz

Austin.

NOTICE.
ACCIDENTS AT LAMOINE.
Moine,
j To official authority for the State of
county of Hancock, townshipa of Lamoine,
Hancock. Franklin and plantation .Vu. >•
Two Men Seriously
three thousand acres in Cuniculocus Park have been burned to glacial
One Fatally.
clay strata or rock bottom. I deTwo serious accidents occurred at the deposits,
mand exemption from taxes on this Austin
United States coaling station at Lamoine property for one hundred years.
Mary C. Fret* Austin.
last week.

Injured-Perhaps

Thursday

one

away and struck
leg, breaking it.

of tbe coal
a

Mr.

buckets got
McNutter on tbe

Saturday a heavy iron beam was being
to position when tbe chain
gave
way, striking H. James Nelson, an iron
worker, and crushing one leg so that amputation was necessary just below tbe knee.
One bone of bis other leg was broken
by
an iron
raised

bolt, which was driven Into bis
leg. It is feared that tbe amputation of
this leg will be necessary. He also received a bad gash in tbe side and a
scalp

wound. Drs. Hagerthy, Osgood and Simonton attended him.
Dr. Simonton. of
Ellsworth, removed him to tbe Bar Harbor hospital Monday.
Tbe chances of bis recovery are about
even.
Nelson Is a young man and married.
Women Who Wear Well.
It Is astonishing how great a change

a

few

Evening service at 7 30.
years of married life will make in the appearand disposition of many women. The
Weekly prayer meeting Friday evening ance
freshness, the charm, the brilliance vanish like

at 7.30.

Special Xoticts.

the bloom from a pe&ch which Is rudely handled.
The matron is only a dim shadow, a faint echo
of the charming maiden. There are two reasons
for this change, Ignorance and neglect. Few
young women appreciate the shock to the system
through the chauge which comes with marriage
Many neglect to deal with the unpleasant drains
which are often consequent on marriage and
motherhood, not understanding that this secret
drain is robbing the cheek of its freshness and
the form of its fairness. As surely as the
general health suffers when there Is derangement of the health of the delicate
womanly
orgms, so surely when these organs are established in health the face and form at once wit
ness to the fact in renewed comeliness.
Half a
million women and more have found health and
happiness in the use of Dr. Pierce’s Favorite
It
makes
weak women strong
Prescription.
*
and sick women well.

OVER

NOTICE.
of the

proprietors
THE
Bridge Corporation
that their annual

Mount Desert

are hereby noU“*<~
meeting will be held at the
Toll house of said corporation, in Trenton, on
the second Monday of July next, at 2 o’clock
p. m., for the following purposes, viz.:
First. To choose officers for said corpora
tion for the ensuing year.
as

Second. To transact such other business
may legally come before said meeting.
E. M. Hamor, Clerk.
West Eden, June 18.1903.

Itgal Mottos.
NOTICE OP F0RKCE08UKK.
'irrHEREAS George G. Werdwell. ol PeYY nobscot, in the county of Hancock,
and State of Maine, by his mortgage deeu
dated the twenty-first day of February, »• <*•
oi
1894, and recorded in the Hancock registry
deeds, book 278, page 320, conveyed to me, tne
undersigned, a certain parcel of real estate
situate in said Penobscot, and bounded as follows, to wit: it being all of that part otioi
number 93 lying west of a straight line witn
the head or eastern line of the Grant l?1* 8°*
called, and on said twenty-first day of Februand
ary, a. d. 1894, occupied by Mr. Roberts,
being the same run by Samuel Leach (e*ceP;
ing ten acres deeded by William Grindle,
to Eben H. Grindle); and one other PJece.*9‘
cated in said Penobscot and bounded as 101lows: commencing at the shore at the nortnwest corner of lot number 93; thence sont®'
erly on said line forty-four rods to a m»P‘e
tree; thence southwesterly eighteen and onehalf rods to a fir tree; thence northwesterly
forty-four rods to the shore; thence easterly
on said shore eight and one-half rods to tn
first-mentioned bounds, containing twenty
five acres more or less, together with in
buildings thereon, and all the
thereunto belonging; and whereas the con
dition of said mortgage has been broke
tn
now. therefore, by reason of the breach of
condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure0
said mortgage.
Hoasca Pita*in
Dated this 27th day of June, a. d. 1908.

|r*»

Pr*vll*£®

THE CIRCUS.
Good Show—Good Attendance, and
an Orderly Crowd.
Ellsworth had a circus yesterday and a
good one it was too—Sautelle’s big railroad show. One a year Is all Ellsworth
can stand, but when that one comes it
gets a royal welcome.
The fun begau at 4 o’clock in the mornA

||

There's

Wealth of

a

Fashion, Style,

and Satisfaction in

11

Service

trading with

\\
jj

GALLERT.

|M.
11

Greatest Offering of the Season in|

ing, when
Hucksport.

<

[

Wamen’s My-to-Wear Slits, I

the two trains arrived

from

The show began to unload
at the Main street crossing, and such
sights as one could see.
The teams began to come in from the
surrounding towns, and at the time the
parade started the streets were thronged
with pleasure-seekers.
The parade was prompt in starting, and

everything

Ji
ji

event, and is bound to be of supreme interest to every

<>

went along like clockwork.
At the grounds there were the usual
number
of attractions—the side-show
with Punch and Judy, the peanut and
lemonade stands, and all the other interesting accompaniments.
The menagerie was good. The animals
were well-kept, and the attendants were
courteous to all.
Of the big show it Is sufficient to say
that it waa first-class in every detail.
Among the leading features were the
dogs and mountain lion which rode the
pony. ( The riding and trapeze performces were
excellent, and the races were

woman who likes to

|i

generally exciting.
A word of praise

j!

clothes,

!j
]|
|[

Dress and
Monte Carlo Silk

Coats, Silk and Mercerized
Petticoats, Shirt Waists.

|i

This sale

inaugurate should be

we

when the

are as

I-~T,
1

washable and silk—the greatest
ever offered.
We have

bargains
|

..

,r
...
Cheviots and Venetian Cloth

Sul s, our

$15.00 Suits for $10.00

j

(l

17.50

12.50

(I
4

20.00

10.00

500 of them at $1, $1.25,
$1.50, $2, $2.50, $3 and
$3.50, or practically at nearly
over

one-half of their real value.
In connection with our shirt

waists we offer Shirt Waist
Patterns at 75c., $1 and

——-

I'ZZgZZlZrjS,
goods

DressandWalking

similar

Skirts.

1^1

A full stock of

*

from

C

$1.50

r»*ii

oUllS

!!

n

Nik L03tS

jl

\5

We

|

?

!|
jl
|l
<•
(•

$|
(>

NOTES.

The only mishap reported during the
was by Mrs. Sauteile who lost her
chatelaine bag which was taken from her
in the crowd.
Tha bag contained an

day

amount of money and her keys. The
Mrs. Sauteile would like to have}
can be
mailed to her at Calais.

#
i

and Underwear at reduced

prices and in large variety.
mid-summer

|

here with

!|
S

J
#

J

j

GALLERT.

you

which for

be serious.

A

well.

and

no

Herbert Tyler Loses Life While Fishing-Body not Recovered.
Brooklin, June 25—(special)—Herbert
Tyler, of this place, was drowned while

fishing off Hogg island
Tyler went out in

gives

theory
squall.

rise to the

were

6

that the

boat

was

was

a

young

twenty-one

man

years of age, of good habits, and very popular in his native town. He leaves a wife,
mourn

nervous

prostration,

and

her

unbalanced, so much
that she had rarely been left alone.
become

a

few

mo-

on

held at the

a

after

life had be-

sympathy

a

large family,

of

entire

the

The funeral services will be
residence to-day.

family

In

■SLUfacrtiscmnita.

Over-Work Weakens
Your
Unhealthy

the Highest

in

qualand see
\Call
in
lowest
and
the
price.
ity
us and be assured of courteous treatment
and the sure way to satisfy yourself that we
intend to back up all our statements. We
and repairing of all
do
are

soon

husband and

the

community.

FURNISHING

cleaning, pressing
neatly and quickly, and
sonable prices.

at very

rea-

DAVID FRIEND,
Qreely Store, Main Street, Ellsworth.
Advertising is like learning to |»u»m
wil
Bare confidence, strike out and you
evrely «•*■
is mov
g
The procession of low prices
circulation is what counts for
headed by advertisers »»
odvertisers.
along,
right
®®*f*** ounoo* of performance to every THE AMERICAN.
Advertisers in THE AMERICAN
af promise in the advertisements
of TBK
AMERICAN.
capturing the trade.

Afwspaper

about

unsuccessful.

Tyler

She leaves

HATS, CAPS and

The only
plaCe to get bargains is at the
•fore that advertises
for your trade.
d record is
better than a prospectus

boat

struck by a
McDonnell and Eaton cruised round
where the boat was discovered for three
hours in hopes of finding the body, but

who have

up-to-date

kinds

morning.

his

o’clock and that is the last seen of him
alive. About 10 o’clock P. J. McDonnell
and Roswell Eaton were returning from
the fishing grounds when they discovered
Tyler’s boat floating bottom up on the
back side of Hogg inland, and about a mile
from his home. The sail was set and this

by her husband
extinct.

part of your wearing
apparel needs renewing. Upon such
a
discovery, bear in mind the fact
that we keep an
line of

which

this

come

doubt you will find

GOODS

citizens,

DROWNED AT BROOKLIN.

some

CLOTHING,

to

Monday, when she went to the
poud, half a mile from her home, and
committed the rash act. She was found

to do so
you must look to your

clothing

few cool-headed

She had been left alone but

gala attire.
harmony with it
look

moment threatened

a

__

so

be in

must

been

incipient

an

humor.

ments

in

thirteen
trouble

own

however, acted promptly, and the difficulty was patched up. Mr. Robbins referred to the episode good-naturedly, and
be left Ellsworth this time in the best of

time from

—

keep

yourself

order
that

to

was

On Monday, Mary A., wife of Arthur
Dorr, of East Orland, committed suicide
by drowning.
Mrs. Dorr had been suffering for som

Our great nation upon its birthday, the 127th anniversary of its
In order

this

Suicide at Orland.

HOW TO CELEBRATE

Independence, will

his

The clash caused

mind bad

4,

The

_

Attention!
JULY

show of

a

father, mother and two sisters to
his loss.

Gentlemen,

they

years ago, and who had some
with three or four men who had

<•

j
0

keys

money can be kept.
Frank A. Robbins, the manager of
show, is the same gentleman who

11 riot,

lj

selling everything suitable for
low prices. Come one and all.

M.

<•
€

Ginghams, Ducks and Cotton

CheVi"ts'

are

wear at

will not come amiss
for the horses. Without exception it
was the handsomest lot of horses ever
seen in Ellsworth with a railroad
show.
This is saying much, for Ellsworth has
seen some good horses in her day.
The show got away about 1 o’clock for

Cherryfleld, its next stand.
I*

0

broideries, Corsets, Hosiery

in Monte Carlos, the new long
effects reduced from $15 to $10
,1 and $12.50.

!

have reduced to a price to
close. Also reduced prices on

Fans, Parasols, Silk and
Lisle Gloves, Laces and Em-

a

]!

DrCSS QoOdS
our

$2.50.

to

0

*

we

C

\X/aiedW 31SI

J[

drinking.

Himif
ipc dull
*1 .id W-i eh
LHIIlIUCSs

and $7.50. Some among
them are worth double the price.

|[

11

jj_

$5

£,

$1.50. $2,
Only about 100

and $3.
patterns in stock.

manufacWe have bought
turers’ stock of 250 Walking and
Dress Skirts, which we offer at

<1 snirt

at $1.

$2.50

__

•

low

styiish high-class
as they are with us.

SHirt Wa‘StS

$10.

$12.50 Suits for

noteworthy

a

fine and

wear

prices

WALMilU oUI

<[
<[

j;

Walking Skirts,

Kidneys.

Kidneys Make Impure Blood.

All the blood In your body passes through
your kidneys once every three minutes.
The kidneys are your
blood purifiers, they filter out the waste or
impurities in the blood.
If they are sick or out
of order, they fail to do
their work.
Pains, aches and rheumatism come from excess of uric acid in the
blood, due to neglected
kidney trouble.
Kidney trouble causes quick or unsteady
heart beats, and makes one feel as though
they had heart trouble, because the heart is

over-working

in

pumping thick,

kidney-

blood through veins and arteries.
It used to be considered that only urinary
troubles were to be traced to the kidneys,
but now modern science proves that nearly
all constitutional diseases have their beginning in kidney trouble.
If you are sick you can make no mistake
by first doctoring your kidneys. The mild
and the extraordinary effect of Dr. Kilmer’s
Swamp-Root, the great kidney remedy Is
It stands the highest for its
soon realized.
wonderful cures of the most distressing cases
merits
is
sold
on
its
and
by all druggists in fifty- a
cent and one-dollar
You may have a
es.
sample bottle by mail Horn, of 8w.mp.Rooe.
free, also pamphlet telling you how to find
out if you have kidney or bladder trouble.
Mention this paper when writing Dr. Kilmer
& Co., Binghamton, N. Y.

poisoned

siz-1

Don’t make any mistake, but remember the
Swamp-Root, Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Boot,
address, Binghamton, N. Y-, on every

name,

and the
bottle.

9

Heading Off
A Country Girl
[Original.]
Matilda Thorne, a country girl,

re-

ceived an invitation for a visit to her
fashionable aunt, Mrs. Treaddle, who
lived on Central Park East, New York.
The reason for the invitation was that
Matilda was down on a list of legatees
for small amounts in the will of Schermerhorn
Wrinkle, Mrs. Treaddle’s

brother,

a

bachelor,

aged

forty,

and he insisted on seeing each and every beneficiary.
When Matilda arrived, Mrs. Treaddle, struck with her
beauty and freshness, was at once terrified lest her brother might fall in love
with and marry her.
Since the bulk
of his fortune was to descend to Mrs.
Treaddle that lady determined to head
ofT any such possible result.
“Matilda," said the lady, “it is my
duty to warn you against the men of
New York.
Now, there’s my own
brother, Schem. He has no conscience
whatever in the matter of a conquest.
He has broken many a girl’s heart and
would not scruple to send you back to
your home jilted and disgraced."
“Oh, aunty, how awful!"
“Shun him as you would an adder."
“But he is my uncle.”
“Only by marriage. Even if he were
I don’t think that would protect you."
This was not the only safeguard
Mrs. Treaddle threw out against a possible loss of her brother’s fortune. She

Reginald Knickerbocker, a young
profligate with whom she had been
carrying on an intimacy, instructions
to win Matilda, thus preventing Schermerhorn from doing so. Having thus
put up the bars, Mrs. Treaddle felt that
gave

she had her brother corralled.
“Oh, aunty," said Matilda a few days
later, “what do you think? Mr. Knickerbocker— But I suppose I shouldn’t
tell."
“Tell ine everylthiug, my dear.”
"Last night when we were alone he
put his nrm around me.”
“Indeed? What else did he do?”
“Oh, I don't like to tell!”
“You'd better, my dear.”
“He kissed me.”
“Well, my child, I congratulate you.
Mr. Knickerbocker is one of the few
tine young men in New York fashionable society.”
“Isn't it nice that he’s not like Uncle
Schem?”

“Very nice. I trust it will all come
out right and you will be very happy.”
A few evenings later Matilda entered
the drawing room In her accustomed
timid and noiseless way and saw Mrs.
Treaddle and Reginald Knickerbocker
sitting on a tete-a-tete hand in hand.
The young man dropped the hand and
the lady looked annoyed, but she was
equal

to the emergency.

"Come here, Matilda.

I want to conIteggy has been giving
his confidence just as if he were
He has told me of your
my own son.
engagement to him.”
“Oh. Aunty, how you surprise me!
Mr. Knickerbocker hasn't propostal to
me.”
She turned away with her eyes
bent on the floor.
“That is only because I was waiting,” said Knickerbocker, rising and
advancing toward her, “for your
aunt's permission.”
“Why for that?” asked Matilda, turning a pair of wondering eyes on him.
"You dear, unsophisticated child,”
said her aunt.
“In our set it is not
considered honorable for a man to win
a girl without permission.”
“Oh, dear!” said Matilda, a mild disappointment in her voice and eyes.
“I'm so sorry! You can't be honorable.
You didn't have permission when you
kissed me.”
Mrs. Treaddle put a lace bordered
handkerchief to her lips to hide a
"Mr. Knickerbocker had my
smile.
permission to win you from the first,”
she said.
^
Matilda looked as if she were going
to cry.
“What’s the matter, child?” asked
her aunt.
Mr. Knickerbocker
“Oh, nothing!
asked permission to love me, then
loved me afterward. Suppose he hadn't
got permission. I should have been so
disappointed.” And, putting her handkerchief to her eyes, she glided out of
the room.
A month passed, during which Reginald Knickerbocker spared no pains to
make himself agreeable and restore
One
confidence.
day Schermerhorn
Wrinkle asked his sister if she were
not going to give Matilda an entertain-

gratulate you.
me

ment.

“An

entertainment!
Why, Schem,
crazy? Give that country chit
It would cost me
an entertainment?
my position in society.”
But Schem insisted on it in a quiet
way as the proper thing, and Mrs.
Treaddle did not dare disobey. On the
evening of the entertainment Matilda
appeared in a simple white dress, with
a rose in her hair, looking for all the
worid like a Greek statue. Mrs. Treaddle was astonished to find that the
introduction Instead of injuring her
reputation in society had made a hit.
“Mrs. Treaddle,” said a guest, “what
a pity to introduce such a' charming
girl and announce her engagement at
the same time!”
“Her engagement!" stammered the
hostess.
“Ah, yes—to Mr. Knickerbocker. But I did not know it was to
be given out tonight.”
“Mr.
Knickerbocker!
Why, your|
brother aiuiounced to me himself thatj
he was engaged to Miss Thorne.” Mr.
Wrinkle at the moment was passing
with Matilda on his arm and heard the,
remark.
"Martha,” he said to his sister, “thisi
little chit has consented to be my wife.”l
She has!
Little cat!
"Little chit!
been stealing around like a snake and!
deceived ns all.”
“Not at all,” said Matilda, with dignity. "You deceived yourselves.”
ELIZA B. ARTHUR.
are

you

FROM BUCKSPORT.

asbrrtistmnrtg.

Telephone—The Circus

in Town—LoItems of Interest.
Burke Leach has sold his house and lot
on Center street to
Dudley Bridges.

Nellie Delano has been engaged as
the John Buck store.
The Misses Maud and Grace Nichols
have been visiting friends in Exeter.
Mies Christine Wright, of Aubnrn, N.
Miss

bookkeeper for

Y.f is the guest
Spofford.

of

Mr. and

Mrs. Parker

Pascal P. Gilmore attended the conclave of Knights Templar in Portland
last week.
a

Walter Smith Is home from Boston on
vacation. He was accompanied by Mrs.

Margaret Cunningham.

Skin

Disfigured

cal

Wasted muscles and decaying bones.
What havoc!
Scrofula, let alone, Is capable of all that,

and
It
the

more.

Is commonly mkrked by bunches In
neck, Inflammations in the eyes, dysand general debility.
It is always radically and permanently
cured by

pepsia, catarrh,

Hood's

Sarsaparilla

Which

expels all humors, cures all eruptions, and builds up the whole system,
whether young

old.

or

Hood's Fills cure liver
only cathartic to take

Ills:

the

non-irritattng and

SarssparillaJ

with Hood’s

fcaflroab* mb Steamboat*

^

The engagement is announced of Mies
Elsie Flood to Irving West, both wellknown people of East Bucksport.
Farnsworth Gross Marshall, of North
Bucksport, Bowdoin ’03, has been elected
principal of the Old Town high school.
Dr. and Mrs. Horace E. Snow attended
Bowdoin, of which
college Dr. Snow Is a graduate, class of '83.
Miss Fanny Fern Smith, a teacher in
the public schools In Brockton, is home
for the summer, with her mother, Mrs. M.
C. Smith.
the commencement at

homestead of the late E. L. Tillock
on Mechanic street was sold at auction
Saturday by the administrator. It was
purchased by Capt. T. M. Nicholson.
Dr. Harold H. Crane and Dr. Albert B.
Hagertby, both of this town, will commence their duties as
physicians interne
in the Eastern Maine general
hospital
this week.
The

Mr. and

Mrs. William Heath, of Kansas

City, formerly

of this

town,

have been

few days. Fred Heath came
down from Guilford to meet his brother
while here.
here for

BAB

crew

of

Robert L'oyd, of Orland, was arraigned before Recorder Remick of the
Western Hancock municipal court Tuesday, charged with assault and battery
upon her husband, Robert Lloyd. The
respondent was discharged, the evidence
being considered insufficient to show
Mrs.

probable

SonHbr
8
No E Hbr
9
seal Hbr. 9
Bar Hbr... 6 8j 10
Sorrento.10
Hancock V 7 07 10

to be vacated

by Rev. S. A. Bender, who
will occupy the old Spofford place on
Federal street, now owned by the East
Maine conference seminary.
Dr. G. H.
Emerson who has been living there has
moved back to bis

Monday

place

circus

was

larger number of people
streets than

for

some

Main street.

on

day

in

town,

and

were seen on

years.

Many

a

the

came

Sauteile's circus
long distances.
gave a very good impression, being the
largest which has ever showed in town.
The performance was satisfactory, comparing favorably with tiiMi of he larger
shows. The usual following of sharpers
was
lacking and no special incident
marked the stay of the outfit while iu
from
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Dr. C. B. Conner will occupy the tenement in the Stubbs bouse on Buck street
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a

New England Telephone Co.'s
llmemeu have been in town this week rethe
line and moving the telephone
pairing
office to the former quarters, over the
store of Finson & Brown.
A

Commencing June 15, 1908.
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♦Dally.
zSundays only, y Sundays only steamer

leaves Southwest Harbor 2.20 p m; Northeast
Harbor 5.80 p m; Seal Harbor 2.Eu p m, to connect wlrh this train.
tStop on signal or notice to Conductor.
These tralos connect at Bangor, with through
(rains on Multi Line, to and (rum Portland, Boston and St. John.

Tickets for all points South and
West for sale at the >1. C. K. R.
ticket office, Ellsworth.
Passengers* are earnestly requested to procora
tickets before entering the trains, and especially
Ellsworth

to

Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vlce-Pres. and Gen’l Manager.

'own.

A large portion of the following births
marriages and, deaths are printed for the
first time in The American. They will
appear next week, or the week after, in
our contemporaries.
The American is
tne only paper printed in the county
which systematically collects the vital
statistics of the county; the others systematically steal them.

BORN.
CLARK—At Tremont, June 20, to Mr and Mrs
Edwin Clark, a daughter.
DAVIS—At Ellsworth, June 28, to Mr and Mrs
Colan F Davis, a daughter.
JELLISON At Ellsworth, June 25. to Mr and
Mrs William T Jeilt-ou, a daughter.
LEACH—At Penobscot, June 27, to Mr and Mrs

BLUE HILL LINE.
SCHEDULE IN EFFECT JUNE 1, 1903.
Commencing Sunday, May 31, steamer wPl
leave Rocklmd (same pier) upon arrival of
steamer from Rosion (not before s a m), dally,
except Monday, for Dark Harbor, (1) Blake’s

Point, (?) Dirlgo (Butter Island), Eggemoggln,

South Brooksvllle, (3) Herrick’s, Sargentvllle,
Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Rrooklln. South Bluehlll,
Bluehlll, Surry and Ellsworth (transfer from

Surry)

RETURNING.

—

Ellery Leach,

a

daughter.

ROBINSON—At Tremont, June 25, to Mr and
Mrs Lewis K Roolnsen, a daughter.
SELLERS—At Sunset (Deer Isle), June 26, to
Mr and Mrs Dudley Sellers, a sou.

MARRIED.
ALLEN-HOPKINS-At Billings,
Montana,
June 17, Lillian Stevens, daughter of Mr and
Mrs Harry M Allen (Mrs Allen born Abble
Adams), to Robert G Hopkins, both of

Billings.

A VERILL—PICKERING—At Bangor, June 24,
by Rev E F Pember, Miss Caro L Averill, of
Atkinson, to Emery W Pickering, of Deer
Isle.
BURKE—YOUNG—At Dennysville, June 25, by
Rev F W Snell. Miss Josephine At 11 liken
Burke, of Bar Harbor, to Frank Hammond
You g, of Ellsworth.
M’CA RTNEY—SEVERANCE—At Ellsworth,
June 30, by Fred L Frazier, esq, Miss Vanner
McCartney to Herbert Severuuce, both of
Ellsworth.

Will leave Ellsworth (transfer to Surry) 7.45
a m, Surry at 8.30 a m, dally, except Sunday for
Bluehlll, (U South Bluehlll, (5) West Tremont,
Rrooklln, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargentvll'e,
(6) Herrick’s, South Brooksvllle, Eggemoggln,
(t) Blake’s Point, (7) Dirlgo, D:irk Harbor,
Rockland, connecting with steamers for Boston.

(1) Wednesdays, Fridays and Sundays.
(2) Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays when
requested by passenger.
3) Stop when signal Is displayed at wharf or
upon notice from passenger, during months of
June and September; dally during months of
July and August.
(4) Stop when flag is displayed from wharf or
upon

notice

from passenger.

(5) Tuesdays, Thursday and Saturdays.
(6) Stop same days and conditions as when
going eastward.
(7) Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, when
signal Is displayed or upon notice from passenger.
Note—This company will comply with above
schedule, except In event of unavoidable causes
of delay to Us steamers.
Dally trip schedule In effect June 1 to Oct. 1.
O. A. CROCKETT,
Manager, Rockland, Me.
Rockland, Me., June 1, 1903.

DIED.
EASTERN
CLOSSON—At Bluehlll, June 29, Mrs Phebe H
Closson, aged *6 years.
COUSINS—At South Brooksvllle, June 28. Mrs
Lucy (Reed) Cousins, wluow of William
Cousins, aged 60 years
DORR—At Orlaud, June 29, Mrs Mary A Dorr,
aged 56 years, 2 months, 13 days.
GRAY—At South Brooksvllle, June 21, Lydia J,
wife of Capt Lewis F Gray, aged 60 years.
HAWES—At Springfield, Mass, June29, Hervey
K Hawes, formerly of Ellsworth.
LUNT—At Long Island, June 21, Phyllis L
Lunt, aged 3 years, 1 month, 3 days.
LURVEY—At Southwest Harbor, .June 23, Mrs
Lydia B Lurvey, aged 71 years, 9 months, 7

Steamship Company.
Mt. Desert Division.
Six

Trips

a

Week to Boston.

days.

PHILLIPS—At Hancock Point, June26, Hattie,
wife of W H Phillips, agod 31 years.
SPRINGER—At
Franklin
June
25, Otis
Springer, aged 70 years, 8 months, 25 days.
SMITH —At Sedgwick, June 26, Loomis W
Smith, aged 15 years, 10 months.
WOOD—At Roxbury, Mass, June 21, Adeline
Hutchlus, widow of John Pinckney Wood,
formerly of Bluehlll, aged 89 years.

The American prints more vital statistics—births, Carriages and deaths—
than all the other papers printed in the
county combined, and most of them it
prints from one to two weeks ahead of its
contemporaries.

MARINE LIST.
Ellsworth Port.
SAILED

Friday, June *6
lumber, Ells-

Sch Careasa, Swan's Island,
worth Lumber Co
ARRIVED

Sunday, June 28
Sch II C Chester, Boston
Sch French, Franklin, stone for
worth
Sch Rlenzl, Stonlngton
Sch
Sch

city of Ells,

Tuesday, June 30
Caressa, Swan’s Island
Bar
Harbor
Napoleon,

Commencing Monday, May 4, 1903, steamer
“Mt Desert”, Capt F L Wlnterbotham, leaves
Bar Harbor at 1.00 p m dally, except Sunday,
tor Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest
Harbor, Stonlngton and Rockland to connect
with steamer for Boston.
RETURNING.
From Boston at 5 p m dally, except Sunday
From Rockland at about 5am dally, except

Monday.
All Freight via the steamers of this
pany is insured against fire and
risk.

com-

marine

E. S. J. Morse, Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. H. Uanscom, G. P. and T. A.
Boston, Mass.
Calvin Austin, Vice-president and
Gen’l Mgr.. 368 Atlantic ave.. Boston.

People who advertise only occasionally
overlook the fact that most persons have
short memories.
is

The failure of a merchant to advertise
an advertisement of his lack of enter-

prise.
Advertising brings the customers and
assists the salesman.

Tbs American has subscribers at 106

of the 116 post-offices in Hancock county;
all the other papers in the County combined do not reach

so

be, but it is the only paper that can properly be called a County paper; all the
rest are merely local papers. The circulation of The American, barring the Bar
Harbor Record's summer list, is larger
than that of all the other papers printed
in Hancock county.

COUNTY VEWS.
we

other

NORTH LAMOINE.
Miss Annie Young went to Seal Harbor Friday for the season.
Alfred Frye, of Prospect, Is the guest of
Mrs. Hannah McFarland.
Etta Richardson and son Forrest
go to Bar Harbor on Wednesday for the
Mrs.

summer.

grandparents here.
Mrs. Harry Hodgkins and family, of
Bar Harbor, are spendidg several weeks
with her parents, I. N. Salisbury and
wife.
Mr. and Mrs. Fairland, of New York,
and Miss Harriet Marshall, of Bar Harbor, were the guests of Mrs. I. N. Salisher

bury Sunday.

,

here

A successful term of school closed

Friday taught by Miss Oliver Coolidge. A
number of the parents were present to
witness
the
closing exercises which
showed careful preparations ou the part
of both teacher and pupils.
Miss Delia McFariaud returned la*t
week from Coburn classical institute, accompanied by her parents, D. Y. McFarland and wife, who attended the
Miss McFarland
graduation exercises.
member of the

graduating

class.

PROSPECT HARBOR.

L. B. Deasy and family, of Bar Harbor,
arrived Saturday for July and August.

Ralph Moore is in West Sullivan, the
guest of his sister, Mrs. Harvard Havey.
Mrs. Alfred Hamilton and Mrs. F. C.
Bickford spent Saturday in Bar Harbor.
The

WEST SULLIVAN.
Nelson Bunker, of
guest at H. S. Bunker's.

L. P. Cole and wife were in South
Gouldsboro Sunday and Monday calling
upon friends.
Mrs. R. D. Guptlll and Miss Guptill, of

Gouldsboro,

a

is

V. Ray Jones supplied the Methodist
church Sunday morning. There was a
attendance.

William Shaw and children, of
Brooklyn, N. Y., arrived Wednesday and
will be at E. F. Ray’s during the summer.
The village
improvement society is
Mrs.

making arrangements for its fair to be
held Thursday afternoon and evening!
There will be the
usual
August 13.
attractions.
Methodist society is to have a
on the Fourth.
Mr. Cutter will
give an oration at eleven o’clock and in the
morning there will be a street parade and
several races for attractions.
The

dinner

C. Hutchings is showing some
strawberries. Notwithstanding the

C.
fine

drought

his

and

the

evening.

The social dance Saturday evening was
well attended. Music by Henry Tracy’s
orchestra.
Mrs. H. H. Havey and Miss Beatrice
Blaisdeli attended commencement at
Bowdoiu last week, from which Andy P.

Havey

was graduated.
Schools closed Friday, June 26.

V

The

grammar school has had a successful term
under the tuition of John W. Higgins, of

v<nes

have

20.

A

June

since

supplied

his table

specimen of
variety measured

Dunlap

Senator

UOULDSBORO.

Young,

Ira

living in Mi-

who has been

cbias for several years,

is at home.

Mrs. Millie Guptlll and her nephew,
Linwood Fernald, are visiting Mrs. Guptill’s parents at township No. 8.

Seth, who

son

Robinson is painting bis hon
Gross

in

was

Bangor Friday

e.
on

business.

Guy Mullan

still in

is

critical

a

condition.

Abbott,

Alvah

of

Harbor, visited

Bar

here

recently.
v
Miss Laura Tracy returned from Bar
Harbor Saturday.
Hiram Merchant and wife
their home at the corner.

Tracy

Eben

Mrs. Hiram

and wife called

ill

are

at

Mr. and

on

Merchant Sunday.

Leach, who has
bronchitis, is recovering.

Lawyer Fletcher,

of

been

with

ill

Brockton, Mass.,

is

the

guest of Mrs. Ada Joyce.
Ross Conner left for sea Monday, after

spending

some

time at home.

a
grange picnic at the
Saturday evening, July 4.
Roy L. Wardwell and family, of Augusta, are visiting at Leroy Ward well’s. 4
Misa Annie E. Leach came Saturday
from Portland to spend her vacation at

home.

Misses Annie and Josephine Dunbar end
Annie Conner have closed their schools in
Bucksport, and are at home.
Mrs. Sarah Grlndle and Miss Bertha
Perkins, of South Penobscot, have beeu
guests of Mrs. Dora A. Leach the past
week.

The school in

the

district,

Dunbar

taught by Miss Flora Bowden, will close

Friday

next

Rose Young was the guest of her
sister, Mrs. W. H. Moore, in B*ngor a few
days recently.
*
School closed Friday after a successful
Mrs.

her

tenth

successive*

primary department,
five to the next

term in

and sends

a

it e

cla*s o!

by

w'ith exercises

the chil-

June 29.

room.

June 28.

B
SOUTH

will begin her duties

HANCOCK.

daughtt-r was born to Robert Haley
and wife Tuesday.
A large delegation from this place atA

tended the county grange at Lamoine
They report a very enjoyable
Tuesday.
time.

July

6.

June 29.

G.
WEST

Missldylene

HANCOCK.

Shute

is

at

home

lor

a

while.
Mrs. George Young is visiting her sister

in Bangor.
sympathy is expressed in this
Mrs. Margaret Sawyer, of New
for
W.
H
in
the
community
Phillips
arrived Saturday.
death of bis wife, who was so suddenly ford,

Miss

for the

summer.

Bertha Wooster, who has had emin New York the past winter,

ployment

gor

Linscott has gone to
for treatment for her eyes.

again

Mrs. James Percey, of Boston, is visither parents, S. Thorsen and wife.
Mrs. Etta Burk*>, of Sprmgfield, has
been a guest at H. C. Milliken’s during
the psat week.

Prof. W. R. Butler and family, of New
Young, who has been
teaching in Everett, Mass., arrived Satur- Bedford, accompanied by Mr. Butler’s
day for the summer.
brother, H. F. Butler, of Boston, arrived
Two line deer
leisurely crossed the here Saturday.
field and road between tbe church and C.
The former George Norris place, owned
H.
Wooster’s house Sunday morning. now by C. H. No i-. of Bar Harbor, will
After entering G. P. Haven’s field they shortly present a due appearance.
Mr.
stopped to admire the scenery, soon dis- | Norris has several men working there.
Sumac.
appearing in the woods beyond.
| June 28.
W.

SOUND.
Miss Melissa Brown is home

Fred Atwood will give
at hi9 house

July

a

from Surry.

chicken dinner

4.

R?v. Cornelius Smith officiated at tbe
schoolhouse
Miss

Sunday,

Edith

Dorr

June 21.
has

returned

week.

from

*

Garland aud family, of North
Ellsworth, have moved into Mrs. Benjamin Richardson’s house.
Charles

M. Yeah ill ian and family,»of New York,
are
occupying Walter Sargent’s house,
which they have rented for the summer.
The ladies’ auxiliary is expecting to hold
fair

soon.

The

proceeds

are

to be

given
chapel in

growth of the
grove.
The old Sargent house, so-called, has
taken on a new aspect this
summer,
*Fred Atwood and family having moved
there. Much work has been done on and
The house will be
about tbe place.
opened tolummer people on Wednesday,
to advance tbe

School

Henry

W.

is ill witn the measles.
closed

last

Friday

after

Triest

of

Triest, contractors,

the

firm

New

of

York

city,

are

Conn.,

with her little

son

Frederick,

has

They will spend the summer
with her mother, Mrs. Asa Hodgkins.
Festus Merrill and wife, of Eddington,

arrived.

who have
cess

purchased the cottage in pro-

by William F. DesIsles,
recently looking afier their

of erection

were

in town

property.
June 29.

H.
SOUTH SURRY.

summer

wife, died at his father’s home Friday,
June 26. Mouday he was in his fat net’s
store, was taken ill that evening; aud
He was a lad
died Friday as stated.
and

of

habits

excellent

be

au

and

honor to

his

were

at

Miss Grtndsl, ol Surry, 1. in
town, th.
guest ol Miss Susie Bwan.
Alvaa B Fernsld and Mrs.
Fernsld art
to have their sons, ol whom
there art
eight, at home this week. There are also
live daughters, the two eldest
belnr
married.
Tbe number ol children
who
bave been reared In tble pleasant
bomt
would receive the hearty
Indorsement ol
our chief executive.

SEAL
A.

Treworgy

Rich is very

still

COVE.

term

of

nine

No. 2 last Friday.

Morgan, of Bar Harbor, is visiting
grandmother, Mrs. G. F. Smith.

Effie

very poorly; be 1b only
arouud the yard pleasant

Atherton, who spent t! e
winter iu Saugus, Mass., is home for the
Lizzie Mann and Ora Grlndie, of

s

home tor the

are

summer

vacation.
Mrs. D. G. Means has returned from

a

D. G. Means.

v
are

receiv-

ing congratulations on the birth of a
daughter.
Children’s day was observed Sunday
The exercises w«re
afternoon, June 28
conducted in a very pleasing manner, and
were much enjoyed.
Ail parts were well
taken. Remarks appropriate to the occawere

made

by

Revs.

A

large

Mitchell.

Messrs.

Emery

audience

present.
June 29.

was

N.

J. Johnston

has

purchased

a

new

M. Carter is

building

an

addition to

George Meader has **been visiting Will
George.
Treworgy and wife.
June 29.
E.
Lena Young has gone to West Eden to
live with the family of Mr. Hopkins.
Stobcrtisnnntts.
School closed last Friday after a term of
nine weeks, Miss Lizzie Gray, of Surry,
teacher.
2 We like best to call
>
Walter Clark and wife, of Ellsworth,
July 1.
SCOn S EMULSION
made a short visit to C. B. Coggins and
B.
June 29.
5 a food because it stands so erawife yesterday.
All who use Atomixers in treating nasal
Miss Helene Beliatty, of Ellsworth, is 4 phatically for perfect nutrition. .)
result
from
Lt■catarrh will get the best
Ely's
visiting her grandparents, C. B. Coggins 0 And yet in the matter of restor- < l
q aid Cream Balm. Price, Including spraying
and wife, for a few days.
# ing appetite, of giving new (I
or
mailed
Sold
75
cts.
druggists
by
by
tube,
George Rich and daughter Miss Grace t strength to the tissues, especially #
lily Bros., 59 Warren 8t., N. Y.
New Orleans, Sept. 1, 19*0.
came by boat from Boston yesterday to
V to the nerves, its action is that
Mcssbs. Ely Bbos. —I sold two bottles of visit his father, Prentiss Rich, who is
of a medicine.
very
a
Wm.
td
Balm
customer,
your Liquid Cream
ill with gangrene.
Send for free sample.
New
Delachatae
1415
St.,
Orleans;
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists,
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a
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A Surgical Operation
submit to
have tried
DeWItt’e W‘tcb Hazel Salve. It will care
«beu everything else fail-—It has done
»hl* In thousand* of cases. For Blind,
B'e^di *g. Itching and Protruding Piles no
remedy equals DeWitt’s Witch Hazel
Salve. Sold by W'iocjin & Moore.
is always dangerous—do not
the surgeou’s kuife until you

grand-

went

when

nay

*‘I

late?”

coughs on a hot summer
n’ght, bis wife gets out of bed and goes
up into the attic to get out his
heavy
underwear for him to put on <n the morn1 'g.

V

her

I

so

up three times and she
summer

has started to get the steamer "Virgi ifa1*
ready for the summer u»e of Bishop
Smith and family.

daughter,

borne

know.

went to

employed

Washington county several weeks, Is
home.
June 29.
B.

in the grammar school
the

Herrin

baa been

In

b'ghiy appreciated by

began
Ocean house.

l.an'e

ol

Mra. Eugene 8. Bunker arrived Monday
from Kingman, where she has been since
her return from Washington, D. C. Her
frleudgare glad to know she la much im-

closing exercises,

her

to attend

Young, of Hancock, with Col,
New York, la spending a lew days
at the Crabtree farm, Martin’s
Ridge.
Tney will Invade the uew fishing grounds
where J H. West will join them.

of

Mrs. Gard Carter has

Miss

Tuesday,

gathering.

Rufus

Bass,

to

Pool Monday to visit Mrs.
Moore’s brother, Justin Mullln.
June 29
Dolly.

Biddeford

iltrbfrtisniirr.ta.

eveu-

Helen C*nrk and Henry Smith, of Manset, were calling on friends Sunday
G»,a».vi‘ie Ptrt ps who went tome to
Br .okUti on h vtrlt returned 5 h a week.
L si or V osier, ui U »<» d * wo sons, Ira and
Arno (i, went to A1 bridge this week. on
bu-one-H.
s

;

Mr« Genrce W. l>avi«. Misa Ada Turner
Mies AiMm-h Mitrhe'l went to M»ibridee
cent ly on u shot t stay.

!
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Creamery!
We

and

June 29

are

prepared to receive cream
we will pay highest market

for which

Thelma.

price.

|

A little life may be sacrificed to ao hour’s deCholera infantum, disentery, diarrtm a
c -me -uddeniy
Only safe ptao Is to have Dr
Fowler’s Extract of Wild Strawberry always
on hand
Advi.

lay.

For

prices call

on or

address

Ellsworth Creamery,
■T. AV. & F. W.

—

Hopkins, Proprietors.

Grindle, who has been attending school at B ir Harbor, will spend
Miss Mattie

the

summer

with her

mother, Mrs. Albert

Treworgy.
Capt. D. G. Means,

Mrs. F. O.

Miss

and

Lena

The

Ricker,

N. C.
graduation exercises
of tue high school at Ellsworth.
Atherton

Mrs.

Means attended the

Rutland, Mass.,

of

daughter Grace arrived Sunday.

Grace is

sp<md the summer with
E. Rich, Morgan’s Bay.

to

aunt, Mrs.
June 29.

Right Side
The

and
her

Irene, of Bostoo, has arrived.
F. W. Fogg, of Holden, a former resident here, visited bis farm June 29.
L e Fogg, of Salisbury Cove, was in
town over Suuday at E. L. Grover’s.
E.
were

Harbor

wbo bas

for

some

I

Sun-Proof

—

been employid

months,

Patton’s Sun-Proof Paints are prepared in the Patton propor*
tions which produces a paint unlike any other in durability,
beauty and covering qualities. It resists the actioti of heat and
cold; holds its gloss. Guaranteed to wear for five years. Send
for book of Paint Knowledge and Advice (free) to

The swamp road, so called, which btB
been unfit for use for a year, bas been

repaired.
True,

of

Ellsworth,

is

enjoying

outing of a lew weeks with ber aunt,
Rutb Warren.
June 29.
Davis.
au

ASHV1LLE.
Julia

Bunker,

accompanied by bir
mother, Mrs. L. M. Bunker, Miss Maud
Small, and Foster Dunifer, of Gouldsboro,
moved to her new farm in Skow
began
Mrs. Bunker will return
open ber store, whlcb Is closed,
Thursday morning, July 2. Mr. Dunifer,
who is employed by Miss Bunker, is
delighted wltb tbe country about Skowfaegan. Miss Small will remain up counlast

week.

borne and

both inside and outside
is on the right side of
the paint question.

his

returned.

Eilia A.

I

uses

Paint

Grover and Atwood Edgcomb
in Bar Harbor a few days last week.

Bar

I

sides to
but the

Patton’s

L.

Byron Robbins,
at

two

I

OTIS.
and

ter

are

every question,
man who always

V

Earl Lane, of Bangor, were
guests at Tibbetts’ over Sunday.
Mrs. Cora Annie, with ber little daugh-

Henry

of Paint

practical painter says,

there

M'ss

Spec.

J,

J

concert at

5

his barn.
Arthur Joy and wife, of Ellsworth Falls,
visited relatives here Sunday.
This community was shocked Thursday
afternoon, June 25, to learn of the sudden
death of Addle, wife of W. H. Phillips,
after a week’s illness. Mrs. Phillips was a
woman much
beloved, and she will be
sorely missed.
Neighbors and friends
gathered Saturday afternoon at the home
where the funeral cervices were held, conducted by Rev. J. P. Slmonton, of Ellsworth. Besides her husband she leaves a
little daughter Livonia and a stepson,

missionary

a

Morgan’s Bay church Sunday

bis

horse.

V.

be

George Rich,
HANCOCK POINT.

S.

will

There
the

camp meeting ground
tbe big Sunaay school

Ames

nine

ol our

WJBSr Ti:i:MONT.

Miss Lena A.

Capt. C. W. Sprague, of Stockton week’s visit among friends in Hancock
and Lawoine.
Springs, is in town for a few days.
Mrs. F. O. Ricker, of Lynn, Mass., will
Capt. C. H. Robbins and daughter. Miss
Lettie, of Opeechee, are visiting friends spend the summer with her mother, Mis.
Mrs. J jhn Murphy

united

days.

in Portland.

Mr. and

which
r tom

ill with gangrene

HolliB Smith is home from Loug Island,
where he has been teaching.

Saugun, Jiboe.,

in town.

schools

of

was one

II pleasant many ol our people will
join
the excursion
by rati to Jacksonville

Lamoloe, taught
proved Id health.
Miss Mabel Morgan, of
Robert Phillips, who
The
school.
primary

the grammar, and
East Surry, the

very

his foot.

weeks in district

term

Hodgkins,

temperance man,

best citizens.

SEAWALL.

is

a

ardent

who has been

R.

successful

work at the

Prentiss

In town to atteud the burial service ol
uncle.
Mr. Springer, who was an

their

was

parents and friends of the scholars.
J uut 29.

C.

summer.

Nickerson is visiting friends

a

Miss Addle

j

Means is

9*

btbte class.

C. B. Gott.
after

Drew

walk

SUBSTITUTE.

The Cblldreo’e dsy concert at
the
Methodist church Sunday evening
filled
the house. The little oub were
partlcolarly pleasing in their numbers. The
processional Included many ol our yonng
people who are constant In their attendance at the Sunday school, several
of the
young men being members of the pastor’e

The village schools closed last Friday

home

feeble.

in

M.

Mund iy to i.ve with another son,

|

S.

C.

terly meeting.
June 29.

in tow,
W*

frlende.

on

a short time.
Mrs. W. T. Havey, jr., Mrs. Alice
Havet
and daughters Genevieve at d
C iarlott.
left Monday lor an extended
visit with
relatives st Swan’s Island.

Gott,
Mary
living with her son, J. E. Gott, at Surry,
went
ft r some tim«,
to Northeast Harbor

bis

Rev. E.

very ill with measles and
to give up her school.

Mrs.

all.

of

to

route for South Bluehill to attend quar

Ellsworth

end wile, lor

barn several

a

was

obliged

!

N.

en

of

Mrs. Imogene Wilbur
Pettenglii,n(] „„
Francis, ol Worcester, Maas., are with
Mrs. Pettongfll’a parents, Z. L.
Wilbu

are

SURRY.

EAST

Lydia

held

She

to

family

The

sympathy

Sunday at two o’clock.
officiated.
June 29.

Mrs.

bid

family.

sincere

the

fair

able

and

guests of William J. Potter.
Mrs. F. J. Reynolds, of New Haver,

wife

with

up

visitors; each succeeding year bringing
larger numbers. So far the visitors have
been of a very social character. No aristocrats, but people we are glad to meet and
mingle with.
Loomis Smith, son of Fitz Henry Smith

Webber, of East Bluehill,spent
Thursday night with friends in the place
Addison

a sue

Snare &

occupied
tilling

i§

The town

pulpit Sunday.

bis

Mies Florence Oliver closed a term of
nine weeks at Morgan’s Bay last Friday.

and

of

Friday calllog

falling
*'
days ago, is improving.
who baa been
Miss Florence Wood,
teaching school in Jackson, is at home.

bis

Rev. E. S. Drew has returned from
vacation and

Friend is spending a few
days with her mother, Mrs. D. Fogg, at
South Bluehill.
Watson

Orontt,

f*

lo town Sunday, tbe
guests ol n,
'•
Mra. 8. 8. DeBeck.
Mra. A. 8. Cummings and
Mra c t
Stlmaon, olSullivan Harbor, were
were

E.

from the beams of

her

cessfal term taught by Miss Abbie Lord,
of Brewer.
Mr.

school, accompanied by Mias Daisy Howe.
Alvin Higgins and
wife, of Indian
Point, were calling on relatives here last

a

Cushman,

son

of mumps at Capt. Friend’s.
of Sargeutville, is attend-

».

Bangor Monday.

and

visiting Mr. Haines’aunt,
Phillips.
C. Witbee, who was injured by

E.

ing them.

sion

LAMOINE.

Percival, the little

cases

Calvin Havey and
R0,

Mr. and Mra.

Mrs. H. H.

SEDGWICK.

Friend,

Mrs.

ing

EAST

Three
Nellie

and

oatd went to

Rowe

Portland,

cottages at West End.
Une Femme.

for the

June 29.

Miss Mabel Clark closed

Ban-

and Miss Marcia

June 29.

Wednesday

Misti

Mrs. William

Watson, Mrs. D. R. McRea
and little son Watson, all of Brooklyn, N.
Y., came to the Watson homestead WedMrs. F. M.

nesday

Bed-

with H. G. Herrick

ol

day. They were accompanied by Harold
Otis Springer, slier a lingering
illnesi,
Wasgate, who will spend the summer
SURRY.
died Thursday evening.
His son Johni
with his grandparents.
Roy Treworgy went to Watervlile’ of Portland, came last week.
Lewis’
Judge Bentley and family, Mrs. John
Friday and returned Saturday.
ex-mayor of Norway, Mich., and
Alonzo,
Powell and daughter, and Miss Mary
Miss Cbarlena Smith, of Ellsworth, is from Minnesota, arrived Monday afterKimball, of Washington, D. C., Miss
Lewis, of Portland, Charles and
her grandmother, Mrs. J. E. Gott. noon.
Margaret Key, of Chattanooga, Teon., ar- visiting
Tnotuas Springer, of Chius, nephews, arc
last
rived on steamer “Frank Jones”
George Haines and a lady friend, of

and wife.

Mrs.

Much

taken from him.

Miss E.

Fuueral services

L.
BLUEHILL FALLS.

spent the Sabbath

>

Effie McFarland has been engaged
as overseer in the boarding-house of Filinore Allen, at Northeast Harbor.
She
Miss

sociable at the ball Fri-

a

closed a very pleasant and
profitable term of school Friday.
Guy Patterson has given bis new camp
the name of “Camp Otagon”, from Its
Mrs.

cream

have

dren.

term of

Nelson Stewart and wife.

be

Harry

day evening.

day.

grange hall

W. E. Foss is convalescent.

GREAT POND.
There will

»„

franklin.

_

June 27.

NORTH CASTiNE.

C. M.

Capt. Duffy spent Sunday with his
eight weeks taught by Miss Lula
of Egypt.
family.
Portland, who will not return for the fall West,
Schooner “Gamecock”, Capt.
P.
M.
Miss Tillie Martin, of Bar Harbor, and
term, having accepted a position as prinlu the intermedi- brother Andrew, of Boston, visited their Friend, sailed for Portland J uue 23.
cipal of a bign school
Mrs. Judson Webber and children, of
ate depart meut Miss Florence Pease has parents, Alex. Martin and wife, last week.
fiuisbed the year with her usual good
Mrs. Mattie Kenniston and children ! Portlaud, called on friends in the place
work, sending a class of six to the gram- have returned to their home in Guilford, list week.
mar grade.
Miss Josie Bunker has just after a few weeks’ stay with ner parents, 1
Mrs. Calvin Dodge, of North Bluehill,

closed

BROOKUN.
Mr. and Mr». John Ammldon, of Baltimore, are at E. P. Cole's for the summer.
Mrs. H. A. Grtndle, who has been visiting friends In Boston, came home Satur-

NEtTs
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health.

June 29.

There will be

ROAD.
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E. D. Mayo’s family,
of Taunton,
Frank Duubam and wife, of Amherst,
Mass., arrived on steamer “Juliette” Sun- with a party of their friends, spent two
day to spend the summer at Naskeag.
days last week at Mr. Dunham’s camp.
Twelve from Cushman grange attended
Mrs. Georgia Foley and her mother, They report a flue time and a fine catch
Pomona grange at Lamoine Tuesday,
Mrs. DeWItt, of Boston, came on the of salmon.
June 23. A pleasant time is reported, and
steamer “Catherine” Tuesday to occupy
Mr. Clarry, who was at work on the hall
only words of praise have been heard from their new
in Aurora, fell from the inside staging to
cottage.
all who were there. The twenty-four-mile
Samuel Talnter and wife, of Beverly, the floor about thirteen feet. Injuring
ride home in the evening was an enjoyMesa., came Saturday, called here by the himself uadly. They carried him to
able feature of the occasion, and tbe subremained
Howard Crosby’s where be
stantial lunch which the grangers found drowning of their daughter’s husband,
until Thursday when he was taken home.
packed in their buckboards was much Herbert Tyler, whose body has not yet
As be is advanced in years it will doubtbeen recovered.
appreciated.
less be some time before be gets around
June 29.
Mrs. Hattie Watson and tbree grandJen.
children, of Roxbnry, Mass., came Tues- again.

Freeman Leach and daughter, of
Ellsworth, are visiting relatives here.

C.

other payee

tee

entire school met at Freeman hall, where
a generous treat of ice-cream, cake and
fruit, furnished by Mr. Jones, was served.

Mrs.

June 29.

County Xewe
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COUNTY

with her,
ry for a while; It seems to agree
and she appears to be fast gaining In

COUNTY NEWS.

A. Mayo has opened an Icesaluon, Miss Agnes McFarland la
have been at Nahant, Mass., for some time, In charge.
shape.
are spending a couple of months at their
Ezra Williams and wife have gone to
Granville Phillips came home from
will visit in
home at Gouldsboro Point.
West Tiemont Thursday, where he Is Bangor. Mrs. Williams
Eddington.
Mrs. Margaret Rolfe and daughter employed.
Minnie have gone to Sands, Prospect HarEarl Bracy, who has been employed at
Miss Sarah Hill went to Winter Harbor
bor, where they will be employed at Saturday where she will be employed Norcross for the past year, is visiting
Alfred Tracy’s for the summer.
his mo'her.
this summer.
School closed here Saturday, June 27.
Several of the men who have been peelMias Ethel Clark, of Vtnalhaven, who
The term was a successful one; it was has been employed here as a teacher went ing bark for Mr. Willey, of Cherryfleld,
have returned home.
taught by V. Ray Jones, of Monson. As a home Monday.
token of the esteem in which he is held,
The Parsons, of Washington, D. C.,
Mrs. Potter and her little daughter, of
his pupils presented him with a fine have arrived for
the summer to occupy Norcroes, and Miss Idle Clark, of Frankdress-suit case. Saturday afternoon the their
lin, are guests of Mrs. Mclnlnch.
cottage at West End.
John Nyman, wife and

the
five

half inches around.

one

Mrs.

John Springer and Miss Florence
Pease spent Sunday in Bar Harbor.
Sunday, Juue 28, was observed as children’s day with a coucert at the cbnrcb in
Mrs.

Saturday calling

here

were

friends.

upon

Stephen

Mschias,

Clark’s hill is

around

road

new

completed and is now being used by the
public.
Harry I. Freese and wife, of Sooth
Gouldsboro, were guests at W. H. Moore’s
on Sunday.

Daniel
Mrs.

her page

$ee ot

Ella Tracy is at Mrs. C. C. Larrabee’s for a few weeks.

Mrs.

Y.

June 29.

County New*,

that she is obliged to keep her bed. She
has been an invalid, bat has been able to
be about the house.
June 29.
Tramp.

Miss

large

Y

Miss Natalie Salisbury, of Ellsworth,
has been spending the past week with

was a

Bor Additional

The Amer-

many.

is not the only paper printed in
Hancock county, and has never claimed to
ican
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BREAKING

MYSTERY OF
FORT FISHER

I*

_

*

[Original.]
of the
0„e of the unsolved problems

Fisher related to
It win be rewas a naval atwhich was repulsby bluejackets
w|j_b considerable loss. Hervcy's
was found In a depression in the
in the extreme advanced position
by bis men of the Juniata. A
(not Hervey’s) had been
the flow
need for a tourniquet to stop
the commander’s left
of blood from
been shattered and
ankle, which had
The
a rifle ball.
the artery cut by
wounded man must have been killed
gubsequent'y by a fragment of a shell
which bad struck him In the bead.
In
Who bad saved the captain
Jhe first
instance? It must have been some one
who had been killed In the action, for
the credit.
no one claimed
gome time before the Juniata, which
Hervey commanded. Joined the fleet
she was refitted at the Portsmouth
navy yard. Commander Hervey’s famUy were there In one of the officers’
residences, Including his daughter,
Irene, a girl of seventeen. There was
a petty officer—net commissioned, but
an enlisted man—named Edgar Foristall, who was oeckswaln of the captain's dingey. He used to carry Irene
in the dingey to and from the Juniata.
On such occasions she sat In the stern
of the l»>at beside the cockswain.
(Though very young, she knew well the
difference In station between eullsted
men ami officers and that it was not
becoming to have anything to say to
the cm Ic-waln. When any of her family, associate* or officers were In the
he never made a remark to
dim
ijrou. g Forestall, but when none of
was present she waxed quite
thes
friendly. Later Foristal! was In the
action at Fort Fisher, was severely
wounded and was promoted for brav-

forming of Fort
Commander Hervey.
membered that there

ibick
L,dy

fond
Cached

Ihandkerchlef

ery.

One day Irene
years passed.
was present at the launching
of a United States cruiser. A superintendent of one of the departments of the works that had buitt
tlio vessel stepped up to her and
as!.i <1 her if she remembered him. She
did not. and he informed her that be
was the cockswain who used to carry
her in her father’s dingey txs and from
Irene’s face lighted up
the Juniata.
at once. She was especially pleased at
meeting Foristall as a citizen and not
as an enlisted sailor.
"I iiavc never seen you,” she said,
“since the Juniata left us for the attack on Fort Fisher. U saw the notice
of your promotion for bravely, however.”
“Oh, everybody was brave on that
occasion.” said the young shipbuilder.
“But it is pleasant to be singled out
from the throng."
was
the ship
At that moment
launched ami the remarks were interrupted. Nevertheless they were the beginning of a renewed acquaintance on
a different basis from that of bluejacket and captain’s daughter. Irene
had treasured a remembrance of the
black eyed boy xvho used to sing out
the orders to his oarsmen so lustily,
though be had changed so much in
appearance that she had not recognized him. The new man proved se
attractive to her that her heart slipped
Into his possession.
Then she was
pleased that lie offered her his own in
exchange. But what was her delight
when he opened the case of his watch
ami showed her a little lock of her
hair that he had surreptitiously cut
from her “pigtail” one moruing when
she was on his dingey.
They were engaged, and in time the
day was set for the wedding, but, unfortunately, one evening when Irene
was in a bad humor she let fall a remark indicating that she still hud some
of the feeling that a'captain’s daughter
might have for a bluejacket. Foristall
at once broke the engagement.
Irene
when she had cooled longed to recall
him, but it is not an easy tiling for a
woman thus to humble herself. So she
pined and moped till lier mother found
something for lier to do in getting up
material for a biography of her father
to be published with those of other
naval officers wl» had fallen in the
civil war.
She was thus engaged when she came
upon a packet marked ‘Tapers found
on Commander
Hervey's laxly.” Opeulug It, she took out several letters,
shuddering that they had been drenched in her father's blood, and examined
them in turn. Suddenly she came upon
a few
scarcely legible words on the
back of one of the letters scrawled with
some blunt instrument, possibly a finTen

llorvcy

1

tip:
“Cockswain saved

ger

me.

They will hit

roe

yet.”
Like a flash from heaven the secret
attending her father's death burst upon her.
For years she had wondered
who was the man who had carried her
futlier to a less exposed position and
had bound up his wound., Was he
young or past middle life? Was he
dark or fair? Why had fate deprived
her of the satisfaction of taking his
hand and expressing something of what
she felt with her lips and her
eyes?(
And now she knew that this man was
the young tar who had stolen a lock of
her hair, whom she had wounded by
a;
reference to their former relative posl-i
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Too Late

Moorn.

to

After the ship which had come fro it
New Zealand was tied up at the whan
Larry O’Brien was told off by bis ship
mates to call upon Mrs.
McCarthy an<
break the news of the death of her bus
band, which had occurred on slilpboart
the preceding summer. The
Brooklyi
Eagle tells how he did It:
“Good morning, Mrs.
McCarthy?
■aid he. "Is Denny In?”
said
the surprised woman
“Denny?”
“My Denny? No, he's not In. Is thi
here?”
■hip
“Sure It is. And Denny’s not got
home yet? That's quare—unless some
thing has happened him.”
“What would happen him?” Mrs. Mo
Carthy asked anxiously.
“There's plenty of things can happen
a man.” said Larry
delicately. “H<
might have got buried or he might
have took Blek with the fever. Bui
there's one comfort, as Fnther McGinnis said once, nnd that is that timi
heals iv'ty grief.”
"What do you mane, Mr. O’Brien?”
"I mane that if anything happened
to Denny you wouldn’t feel ns bad
about it a few months after it happened as you would rlgjif at the tlmu
.would you?”
“I suppose not,” said Mrs. McCarthy,
“I mind whin I lost me first husband I
thought I'd never get over it But at
you say. in a few months it was aisiei
to bear.”
"Then, Mrs. McCarthy, you’ll be glad
to know that it’s now four months—
nearly five—siuce Denny died. Sure, li
can’t grieve you now as much as 11
would if you'd known it at the time.”

“Come to me at once,” she wrote.

"I

•shipbuilder.”'

After the first transports of the meet-!
lug were over she said:
“Tell me, Edgar, why you kept the1
secret.”
“It was because I loved you and knew
that our stations were too far

apart

for(

notj

return my love.
I would
Place you under an obligation nor be.'
content with your thanks.”
AUSTIN A. KINGSLEY,

j

other pugea

m

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
J. C. Ralph is having his studio neatly
furbished up inside with paint and varnish.

tf

Miss Annie Holmes and her sister Emma
from Lawrence last week, for the
Bummer vacation.
came

Arthur

The

Freeman

Tracy builder,

is

cottage, Henry
nearly framed, on a

now

The pansy-beds of Mrs. Arthur SomeB
Mrs. A. W. Clark are attracting much
admiration. The blooms are immense,
and to be counted by the thousands.
and

little daughter was added to the
family of Lewis Robinson on June 24.
In the birth notices last week l
^failed to
mention the little girl who for two weeks
has fonnd a home at Ned Clark’s.
Mrs. Elizabeth Lawton, who spends the
wiuter and spring months with her
A

daughter
annual

in

Boston,

visit

to

Friday

for her

Southwest

Harbor

came

her

daughter, Mrs. Fannie Crockett.

Lurvey

since

had been in

a

feeble condi-

the death of her

busbaud last

faithtul

servant

The

fuueral

Heraey

home

of the Lord.

services

held

were

at the

Thursday afternoon, JRsv.
Clareuce Ktuery, assisted by Air. lid I and
Mr. Walker, speaking tender words of
eulogy and «d.usoiatiou.
Like her husband, Mrs. Lurvey bad
been a life-long auuvoca.te of temperance,
and for several years was superintendent
of juvenile temple, winning the love of

the children by her helpful teaching,
aided by the, frequent “surprise treats”

given

as

worn

for

white

riobon bore

for cheerful obedience.
In addition to her Good Templar badge,
a reward

than

more

twenty y7enrs, the

w it ness

to

tier member-

in the France* L. Willard union,
though by reason of ill health un
able during (he past y esr to Jake an act.ve part in W. C. T. L*. work, her iulerest

ship
and

Prudence and

Prevention.

The following quaintly worded notice
is posted outside the offices of one of
the street car companies of Paris: “We
beg to inform burglars that we do not
leave money or valuables in any of our
depots during the night. You are requested to make known this fact
among the confraternity, so as to avoid
unnecessary trouble and loss of time.”
The newspaper which publishes the
above adds. "Prudence and prevention
are the two mothers of safety.”
A

.A'aturai Mistake,

He had rvitetl to his class the story
of Abraham entertaining angels unaware.
Feeling that the children might
not know the meaning of the word "unaware.” he asked them if they did. One
little hand went up promptly, and the
smallest girl in the class said:
"The thing yon wear next your skin.”

—Harper's Magazine.
Prejudiced Deduction.
Waggsby—So Ue Wruyter says lie
wrote ninety-nine poems last year, does
he?

Naggsby—I understood him

to

say

hundred.”
Waggsby—That's what I meant by
ninety-nine. I’ve read his poems.—Bal"better than

in temperance movements was deep and
sincere; JUer home life, a model of sweet
helpfulness, generous hospitality, aid
quiet industry, her estimable traits o(
character endearing her to a host ol
friends. In her suffering condition i.o a
murmur or complaint ever passed her lip*.
The dowers iseut by loving friends,

fashioned

a

timore American.

Husband (irritably)—It isn’t a year
since you said you believed our marriage was made in heaven, and yet you
order me arouud as if I wasn’t anyWife (calmly)—Order is heaven’s first
law.—New York Weekly.
You win find that the mere resolve
be useless and the irtmest desire to
help other people will, in the quickest
and most delicate ways, also improve

yourself.

lovely designs,

were

very

interment was at Ihe
family buryiug-ground, Evergreen cemetery.
Deep sympathy is felt for the bereaved
farui y,

The

adopted

the

Albert
nephew7,
Rowell, having been a worthy and beloved
sou to Mr. aud Mrs. Lurvey since babyhood. One brother aud sister remain,
and they, with numerous grandchildren,
will

loug miss her who

and

was so near

spent several vacations here, arrived with his bride from
Boston June 27.
who has

»

•

Question*
noted bishop in order to point a
tell3 a
sometimes
lesson In humility
story of a young clergyman whose first
appointment was to he an out of the
way and poor parish.
On his first Sunday in this new station the young man as he looked over
his wretchedly clad and ignorant congregation could not help saying to himself, with a groan:
“Dear me, what a dreadful thing it
would be if I should have to stay here
any great length of time!”
At the end of the sermon a deacon
made a prayer. To the young man's
horror one part of the prayer was a
benevolent hope that “this ignorant, inexperienced, barren paetor that had
lately come to the parish might improve and grow learned and fruitful in
good works, so that lie would come to
merit being kept oa there for awhile.”

I

A

left behind.
B.

SEAL HARBOR.
Donald

Frotblngham
a

clerk

hoe obtained
elevated

in

railway

as a

some

postoffice here,

position

a

for

who

the

the

on

Boston

nives are a terrible torment to the little folk.*,
and to some older ones. Easily cured. Doan’s
Ointment never falls. Instant relief, permanent cure. At any dreg store, 50 cents.—Advl.

brakeman.

The Candle FTnh,

One -rtf the piscatorial curiosities of
the north Pacific coast, especially plentiful along the shores of BritishOoIumbla. Is .the fish known to Indians, whites
and half breeds as the “candle fish.”
To the scientists he is the eulachon
(Thalelchthys pacificus), and is highly
esteemed for two reasons. The fish itself is about fourteen Inches long, resembles the smelt In general appearances and is caught in large quantities
by west coast fishermen during the
months of February, March and April.
It Is the fattest of all fishes, for which
reason
large numbers of than are
dried and smoked to be used as a warming food during the lung rigorous winters so common in that region.
Large numbers of them are also run
through crude presses, which extract
the oil. This is preserved In skin bags
and used much In the same manner s
whale's blubber is used by tbe Eskimos.
This "candle fish” gets its common
name from tbe fact that when
dried it burns with a bright white
flame until entirely consumed. It is
much used by the “coasters” both of
Columbia and Alaska, either with or
without a wick passed through its

fflibical.

In Ellsworth.
is Backed

Claim

Every

Local

by

Testimony.
If

x

reader wants

following

the

stronger proof than

experience

statement and

resident of Ellsworth what
John H.

vals for at

ject

ts

above

back, kidneys and loins.

in my

the

of the

area

kidneys,

loins just

and the first attack

may have been caused

by

the contraction

from

heavy work. When in
the acci-e stage 1-could not rest in bed, and
a

often
of

or

arose

in the

being refreshed,

to tackle the next

morning the opposite
and poorly preparea
day’s work. I knew’

from the condition and the action
Ancient

Colt.

One of Mrs. Grant’s favorite stories
was ttf an experience in camp som*
where in the Adirondatiks. when her
husband, then president for the first
term, wanted to get away from Washington officialdom. Mrs. Grant was
bothered about the washing. A guide
recommended a woman who had seen
bettpr days, who lived a little way
down tlie lake. Mrs. Grant engaged
her. Two days afterward she saw a
scene
that, as she expressed it, reminded her of “Elaine.” It was her
washerwoman paddling in a dugout behind a heap of snowy linen.
“Less ’n a year ago,” said the woman
apologetically, “I wouldn’t had to ’a’
used the boat. I brung it by the colt.
But one day he jes’ got colic or somethin* and rolled over on the grass and
died. My, how we miss that colt! We’d
had him for twenty years.”

on

inter-

“At

leant Jour years I had been sub-

pain

cold

of

it bi?

Harris, farmer, six miles out

It radiated from the

of

can

West Trenton Road *ays:

the

body.
An

!

of

the

kidney’ secretions that in some way my
kidneys were upset, but w hat to do to
check the complication was a mystry,
until I went to Wiggin & Mcore’s drug
store in Ellsworth, for Doan’s Kidney
Pi la.
first.

The

treatment

helped

As I continued tiie

backache

use

gradually ceased,

from

of

the

them the

and

when

I

finished the fourth box it disappeared.
Mrs.

Harris aI>o

from its

used tbe

remedy,

and

positive benefit.”
Sold for 50 cents a box by all dealers.
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
use

received

agents for the United States.
Remember the
no

came, Doan’s, and take

Are

Smiill.

It is said that the under size of the
French aud their physical shortcomings as a nation are due for the most
part to the heavy drain made upon the
race by Napoleon.
All the ablebodied
men were enrolled in his service, leaving none at domestic or business pursuits except the extremely youthful or
the aged. From this drainage of the
blood and destruction of the sinew of
the race France has not yet recovered.

'Sbbrrtistn.fnts.

WILL

JSAVE

much work, much
worry and much
It saves
money.
clothes and hands.
No boilinu

neces-

sary. Makes linen
lily white and

washday
when

a

delight

using

boasts,

fact remains uucontradicted that
was ever on

bis

knees often

no

the
man

enough

to

shine his trousers.
As

the

time

draws

nearer

toward the

fair, dear old friends in St.
Louis grow more negligent in keeping up
St. Louis

correspondence.
We don't know anything about ftaillinery, but the bats this year appear to be
trimmed to look as if they were coming
when they are really going.
Doctor: “I’ve left you some pills to take
after meals.” Hard Up Patient: “I sup-

Clara—Going in
ure you? What is

Just

meals

10

About Bedtime

Little Early Riser—it will cure constipation, biliousness and liver troubles.
DeWitt’s Little Early Risers are different
from other pills. They do not gripe and
break down the mucous membranes of the
Blomacb, liver and boweiH, but cure by
gently arousing the secretions and giving
Sold by Wiostrength to those organs.
gin & Moobe.
take

charity again,

this time?
Dora—We are going to distribute
cheap copies of Beethoven's symphonies among the poor. Music is such
an aid to digestion, you know!—New
York Weekly.

their

pose you couldn’t leave me the
take before the pills, doctor?”

for
it

One Advantage.

Mrs. Kingsley—Y’ou say you like colored servants better than white because they are slower. How Is that?
Mrs. Bingo—It takes them longer to
leave.—Town and Country.
Even absurdity has a champion to
defend it, for error is always talkative.
—Goldsmith.

a

“Look at that poor blind beggar playthe accordeon.”
“Yea, I’ve been
listening to him Pitv he Isn’t de«f, too,”

ing

|

axative

Cures

a

ftromo

Cold in One Day,

Quinine

Grip

in 2

Day

Ecgil Xoticta.

Bis Cake

To ail persons interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the second
day of June, a. d. 1903.
following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may apat a probate court to be held at Blueill, in said county, on the seventh day of
July, a. d. 1903, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see

THE

Eear

cause.

Peter 8. Moore, late of Tremont, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Mary E. Stanley
Moore, the executrix therein named,
Albina H. Dresser, late of Orland, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument parporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Myra Ellen Dress-

the execntrix therein named.
Bradford Varnum, late of Penobscot, in
said county, deceased. Certain instruments
purporting to the last will and testament and
codicil thereto, of said deceased, together
with petition for probate thereof, presented
by Albert E. Varnum, devisee under said will.
Ella F. Higgins, late of Eden, in said county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of said
deceased, together with petition for probtfbe
thereof, presented by Mary F. Higgins, fne
executrix therein named.
Charles Francis, late of Eden, in said county deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of said
deceased, together with petition for probate
thereof, presented by George Tappan Francis,
the executor therein named.
Emma F. Hodgkins, late of Eden, in said
county, deceased. Certain instruments purporting to be the last will and testament and
codicil thereto of said deceased, together
with petition for probate thereof, presented
by J. Andrew Wood, the executor thereinnamed.
Henry W. Eaton, late of Cripple Creek, Col.
Petition filed by Hosea B. Phillips, a creditor,
that Austin T. Stevens or some other suitable
person be appointed administrator of the estate of said deceased.
Ralph H. Carter and John H. Carter, minors,
Surry. Petition filed by Clara A. Carter,
guardian, for license to sell real estate of said
minors.
Simeon Leach, late of Bluehill, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed bv Austin T.
Stevens, administrator, fc license to sell real
estate of said deceased.
William Leach, late of Bluehill, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed bv Austin T.
Stevens, administrator, for license to sell real
estate of said deceased.
George W. Bowden, late of Bluehill, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Austin T.
Stevens, administrator, for license to sell real
estate of said deceased.
Kendall R. Hodgdon, late of Tremont, in
said county, deceased.
Petition tiled by
George R. Fuller, administrator, for license to
sell real estate of said deceased.
Oliver Lane, late of Sedgwick, in said counFinal account of Hardy D.
ty. deceased.
Lane, administrator, filed for settlement. Also
private account filed.
George M. Seavey, late of Gouldsboro, in
said county, deceased.
Second account of
William H. Seavey, executor, filed for settleer.

ment.

Salome Gilpatrick. late of Trenton, in said
county, deceased. First account of Pearl L.
Leland and Harry W. Leland,
administrators,
filed for settlement.
Eppes H. Stanley, late of Cranberry Isles,
in said county, deceased.
Final account of
Linda M. Stanley, administratrix, tiled for
settlement.
Milford Grindle, late of Bluehill, in,said
F’irst account of E. E.
county, deceased.
Chase, administrator, filed for settlement.
Lucy L. Torrey, late of Surrv, in said county, deceased. Petition filed by widower for
allowance out of personal estate of said de-

ceased.

Elizabeth Lane, late of Sedgwick, in saJd
county, deceased. Petition filed bv John F.
Lane, administrator, for allowance of private
claim against said estate.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said Court.
A true copy. Attest:—( has. P. Dorr, Register.
STATE OF MAINE.
To the Honorable, the Judge of the Probate
Court in and for the county of Hancock;
Matilda
represents
RESPECTFULLY
V
Campbell Markoe, of Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, that James B. Markoe, late of
said Philadelphia, died on the twenty-ninth
day of November, a. d. 1902.
That at a probate court held on the seventh
day of April in the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and three, Matilda
Campbell Markoe was duly appointed executrix of the will of James B. Markoe and accepted said trust.
That Matilda Campbell Markoe has returned to said probate court, on oath, an inventory of all the property and estate of said
deceased that has come into her possession or

—

knowledge.

That your petitioner is informed and believes that certain of said property of said
decedent hereinafter mentioned passing by
will or some portion thereof, or some interest
therein, is subject to the payment of the
tax imposed by chapter 146 of the public laws
of lfc93 and acts amendatory thereof and additional thereto.
That the names of all the persons who are
interested in the succession to said property,
and the share of each are as stated in Schedule
A. hereunto annexed.
Wherefore your petitioner prays that the
actual market value of said property, the
persons inter *sted iu the succession thereto, and
the amount of the tax thereon may be determined by the judge or probate.
Laud this 19th day ot May. a. d. 1903.
Matilda C. Markoe.
STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA.
•
Philadelphia CoVnty.
Subscribed and sworn to before me, this
nineteenth day of May.a.d. 1903.
Thomas S. Gates,
Notary Public. L. S.
schedule a.

Another Tender Heart.
woman's

Agent.

I

substitute.

The Cat and the Doutghnuta.

This is a true story, says a writer,
that my grandmother told me about
her cat and dog. She used to find the
cover off her doughnut jar, and also noticed that her doughnuts disappeared.
One day she heard a noise and found
that the cat was on the shelf where the
doughnuts were kept. Then it put its
paw in the jar and drew out a doughnut and pushed it off the shelf, and the
dog, who was looking up at the cat,
caught the doughnut ill his mouth aud
ate it.
When they found they were
caught, they acted very guiltily.
>VIiy Frenchmen

Vorker,” “Tylor Champion,’’

Two Views of the Same

loving, her face will not be forgotten,
place can never be filled in the

me was

the Manning building, opposite
farm machinery of Adriance,

CEO. W. YOUNC,
j

and her

t

replaced with-

factory.

HAY HORSE RAKES. I have the “New
“N. Y. Champion” and “Tiger”.

The sudden death, on June 21, of Lydia,
wife of Capt. Lewis Gray, of the Buck’s
Harbor inn, causes much sadness amid
her wide circle of friends. Always kind

June 29.

Breaks can be

THE BUCKEYE MOWER

Mass., arrived June 28, and his cottage,
and boats are ready for summer.
His mother has been here several weeks.

hearts of those

to

is my specialty. It is unsurpassed. Call and examine and get prices and terms.

slip

and

sending

J. M. M.

dear.

body.

to

in

beautiful.

In spite of the

A

I have opened a warehouse in basement of
Manning hall, for the display and sale of the
Platt & Co., of Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

from breakdowns!

delays

more

out

Gladys Black, who is teaching at North
Brooksville, came with May Perkins, of
Pine Lodge for the season.
that place, to visit her parents at UnderJ
The neat sign of James Scott’s tailoring cliff last Saturday and Sunday.
business has been added to the many
Henry Gray is to work for the season
others on
the front of Odd Fellows for Capt. V. B. Black at Undercliff.
block.
Prof Arthur F. Gilbert, of New Bedford,

au 1

Islands.

teaching.
Mr. Hope,

Mrs. Robert Kaigbn and daughter, of
Philadelphia, arrived last week to open

tion

Worm*.

No

Richard Clifford, who has been quite
ill for a week, is gaining slowly. He is
attended by Dr. Farrow, of Weet Brooksville.

bet durii g the early spring she
ancient 11 October,
improved to a remarkable degree, so that
not an houoruble custom. This is show*
the last of May she walked the short disin tlie case of Shrewsbury, England.
tance to her daughter's home for a
visit,
An extract from Carry's “Parliaments
where
she
was
tsk/a
dangerously
and Councils of England" of a case ol
ill. Her daughters,,Mrs. Hereey and Airs.
briber}-, with its punishment, in 1.771
Mary Nor'wood, were with her ccnstautly,
shows how long the pernicious custom
aiso a sister, Airs. Hannah
Harper, and
has been in practice: “Thomas Long, ‘a
during the critical illness, her son Reuben
very simple man and unlit’ to serve, is came
from Northeast Harbor nearly every
questioned how he came to he elected,
day to share the night watches by the
lie confesses that he gave the mayor
aick bed, but,this tender care and the conof Westbury and another £4 for his
stant ministrations of skilled
physician
place. They are ordered to repay this and ntr.rse were
powerless toatay the ravsum, and a fine of £20 is to he assessed
of the disease preying upon the
ages
on the corporation and inhabitants of
feeble frame, and though i*ut Jitllo past
Westbury for their scandalous at- the threescore
years and ten allotted as
tempt.” One can imagine the indigna- thd
-pan of life, Al ls beloved a>oth‘i/ aud
tion of those inhabitants of Shrewsk uU neighbor obeyed tee divine call,, and
bury who received no bribe having to
p acduliy pHbntti on to htr reward, a true
pay a line for those who did.
Queer LookliiK

guests at Undercliff.
Miss Annie Black Is at home from
Chelsea, Mass., where she has been
ten

are

The new awning at the post office will
be gratefully appreciated by those who
wait outside for mail.

an

New Zealand, Australia, the Samoan
and the Solomon islands, as well a9
portions of the Hawaiian group, are
the homes of various species of worm#
with thick, heavy bodies and with a
well defined neck connecting the body
with a head that Is a startling reminder of that of the monkey. In the Sandwich Islands they are called ‘'me-ia-luki,” which means “creeper with a
child’s head.” An old New Zealand legend says that at one time they were
•of immense proportions and threatened
the extinction of all human life on the

pARIVI |y|ACHIIMERY.

CAPE ROSIER.
There

ball

Mrs. VonGaertner and Miss Ellen are
tbeir
summer
home. They
arrived last week.

Airs.

Bribery In Elections.

other pages

nee

opening

foundation.

_

Briber}' in elections is

News

County

asbtrlistmmt*.

NEWS

COUNTY
For additional

Miss Jane Kimball, Mrs. Judge Kimand one daughter are here from
Washington, D. C. The judge is in California.

fine

Dora Parker and her brothers Jack and
Willie came to open their summer home
last week. Mrs. Parkerjwaited to attend
the graduation exercises of the senior
Spain's Migratory Sheep.
There are about 10,000,000 migratory class, of which her son Jesse is a member.
Rev. -Dean A. Walker will exchange
sheep in Spain, which each year travel
as much as 200 miles from the plains to pulpits during Jnly with Rev. F. A. Goodthe mountains. They are known at win, of Pawtucket, R. I., who with his
trnnshumantes, and their march, rest- family is enjoying life at their summer
ing places and behavior are governed home, Spruce cottage. Mrs. Walker will
by special regulations, dating from the accompany her husband.
fourteenth century. At certain times
Mrs. Eliza" Robinson, who has been
no one may travel the same route as
much out of health for a few
weeks,expects
the sheep, which have the right to to go to Franklin this week to visit her
on
all
and
common
land
on
graze
open
sister, Mrs. Luella Swan, for <a couple ol
the way. For this purpose a road nine- months
She expects also -to spend some
wide
must
be
left
-on
all
intime
ty yards
wltn another sister, Mrs. Julia
closed nnd private properly. The shep- Wilson, i© Augusta.
herds lead their flocks, which follow
June 29.
Spray.
after and around. The flocks are acDEATH OF MKS. LYDIA K. .LURVEY.
mules
aud
by
companied by provision
After several weeks' painful illness at
large dogs to guard against wolves.
the borne of her daughter, Mrs. Jennie
The merino sheep travel 400 miles to
on Tuesday
night, June 23, Lydia
the mountains, and the total time spent Hersey,
Marshall Lurvey, widow of Levi
Lurvey,
on the migration there and back it
entered into rest.
fourteen weeks.

Retort.

love the bluejacket better thau the.

JVe tra,

County

SI* Showed the Widow
Why It Wu

lions.

you to

IT GENTLY.

5 cts.—All Dealers

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR LAUNDRY SHAP^

ILcrjal Xattcca.

Xamr.
Pestilence.
Share or interest.
Maiiica Campbell
Markov, Philadelphia,
sole It gutee and devisee.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.:—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, within and for said county, on the
first Tuesday in June, a. d. 1903.
Upon the foregoing petition, ordered: That
notice be given to all persons interested, by
causing a copy of said petition anti this order
thereon to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at Ellsworth, in said county of
Hancock, that they may appear at a probate
court to be held at the probate court room in
Bluehill, in and for said county, on the first
Tuesday of July, a. d. 1903, at ten o’clock
in the forenoon, and be heard thereon if they
see cause.

subscriber
rpHE
X she has been

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed adminis-

tratrix of the estate of iioJand C. Abbott,
late
of
Hancock, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds a's the
law
directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased
Rre desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
June 2, 1903.
Lilla F. Abbott.
ubsenber hereby gives notice that
rp
X she has been duly appointed executrix
and testament of Mark
of the last will
Frost, late of Mariaville, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the
All persons having demands
law directs.
against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make
jepayment immediately.
june 2. 1903. t ■xS^FMatildaPA (Frost

O.

P.

CUNNINGHAM, Judge of Probate.
of the petition and order of

A true copy
court thereon.

Attest:—Chas. P.

Dorr, Register

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of Frederick A. Sweet, late
of
Bisbee, Arizona, deceased, aud given
bonds as the law directs.
All persons
demands
the
estute
having
against
of said deceased are
desired* to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imJulia H. Sweet.
mediately.
Jane 2, 1903.

THE

Pauper Notice.

undersigned hereby gives rfbtloe that he
has contracted with the city of Ell worth,
for the support of the poor, during the ensuing
year, and has made ample provision for the'r

THE

he therefore forbids all persons fiom
furnishng supplies to any pauper on hi* account as without his written order, he will pay
for no goods so furnished. Hauki S. Jones.

support,
on

every
box. 22c

*;

StriirrtUrnuntss.

f

For additional

HAND IN HAND.
SPHERE

YOU

David Kennedy’s
Favorite Remedy are boon Companions;
travel
hand
in hand, and
together
they
Where you find one you’ll find the other.
The countless testimonials received
the Doctor from sufferers who have
been cured of the numerous diseases of
the Kidneys. Bladder, Blood. Rheumatism, Dyspepsia andFemale V,' eaknesses,
4a splendid proof of this fact.
Put some urine in a small glass and
let it stand 24 hours; if it has a sedifnent; if it is pale or discolored, cloudy or
ropy; your kidneys and bladder are sick
and there is no medicine in existence
that has made snch remarkable cures as
Dr. David Kennedy's Favorite Remedv.
If you are doubtful, it will only cost yon
the price of a postal card TO DISPEL
THAT DOUBT
It is a matter of absolute indifference
to ns how many physicians or specialists
bare prescribed for yon without bring
lng you relief; write your full name
and address on a postal card and send it
to the Dr. David Kennedy Corporation,
Rondout, N. Y., and yon will receive
absolutely free, a trial bottle of DR.
DAVID KENNEDY'S FAVORITE
REMEDY, of sufficient quantity to convince you of its rapid relieving powers,
and that a continuation of its use will
cure any disease of the Kidneys, Liver,
Bladder and Blood.
Druggists sell it in Wsw 50 Cant Sira
aad the regular $1.00 size bottles.
and

|

Dr.

!>y

DR. DATID KKVJtDT'S BOSS JELLT radical
CiUrrk, Hoy Flier mid Cold U Hood. 50c.

cor#

C.

A.

PARCHER,

APOTHECARY.

Maine.

Ellsworth,

For additional

j

4o Needles Free
15 lazge darning and button needles
and a paper of 25 cMartha Washington Needles
To get this needle book, send us a
yellow wrapper from a bottle of
*‘L. F.
Atwood's, stating your
benefits from the use of **L. F.'s"
“L. F.” Atwood's Bitters, the reliable liver remedy
H. H. Hay’s Sons,

Selling Agents

,
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Nathan

Mitchell and wife arrived
from Yarmouth Friday, having spent a

Eaton has had a new cottage
built here. J. T. Eaton and N. 8. Small
were the contractors.
Material to finish the exterior of the
new Latter Day Saints church has been
purchased and is on the spot.
R. H. Morey, jr., since the death of J.
3. Sawyer, last fall, is proprietor of the
store and buildings which Mr. Sawyer
left.

Road Commissioner
about exhausted the

R.

P.

Davis has

appropriation

for the

The late rains have

repairs on the roads.
delayed the work some.

J. N. Ames, of Addison, a preacher
of the Latter Day Saints, is conducting
spiritual services here. Three candidates
were baptized on Sunday, June 21.
Rev.

Mrs. Annie Eaton has built a new store
at this village, where she is postmistress.
A telephone service has recently been introduced to accommodate the villagers
hereabouts. The postoffice has an Instrument.

Mrs. Newell Eaton has had
built

near

the

poetotfice,

a

and

foundation
will

have

a

aon

left Friday

|

was

a

in

success

was

every

The church was filled, and all the
Mr.
parts were well rendered. Rev.
Maynard was a great help in its preparation, and owing to the Illness of the
superintendent at the time, he took
charge of the exercises. Rev. Mr. Avery
sang a solo which was much admired,
way.

and the
way
well

iu
as

children

were

praised

for the

they sang their partsfs
for the recitations. Several little
which

first appearance on the
platform, and won all hearts with their

tots made their

cunning

ways.

Before this is in press the free delivery
wffl be in operation here. It will be a
benefit to some on the route, but South
Deer Isle people are not very jubilant over
it, Inasmuch as most of the mail for this
office comee overland, and is received in
good season (about 6 p. m.), while by the
R. F. D. rules this office is to be abolished,
and the overland mail will be carried to

men

two of whom have

Mrs. Fred Black spent a few days with
her sister, Mrs. Alfred Tracy, of Hancock,
recently.

H. Parker from Colby.
Mr. Parker is a
fine young man with a good deal of push.
He has a fine position for the summer
with Mr. Dyer of University of Maine, as
civil
at Northeast
Harbor.
eagineer
Another graduate is J. Lowell Griudie,
from Bowdoin medical school, son of our
veteran doctor.
His many friends wish

ing

in

Hooper, who has been teachBluehill, is home for the summer

vacation.
Mrs. W. E. Leach, of Backsport, has
staying a few weeks with her sister, Mrs. E. W. Burrill.
been

large delegation of members from
New Century grange attended Hancock
Pomona grange held at Lamoine, June 23.
A

handsome desk

for the

of

use

the

secretary has been presented to the New
Century grange by the Morey Furniture
B.

him

as

good

lately graduated—Fred

success

in his

profession

as

father has bad in his over thirty years’
practice on Mt. Desert Island.
his

Rev. Paul Revere Frothlngham and
wife, with servants, of Boston, arrived
Saturday at Pryor’s island for the summer.
Rev. G. E. Kinney exchanged pulpits
with Rev. A. P. McDonald, of Seal Harbor, Sunday.
Very interesting sermons
at both services.

June 30.

H.

EAST LAMOINE.

the

advertisers

price-bars into

the

are

field

Fannie

Hinckley

arrived

Miss Lulu Seeds is visiting her sister,
Mrs. William Richardson, at Branch
Pond.
Miss Hattie Robinson, of Chicago, who
has been visiting relatives here, left for

home

Wednesday
Chase are visiting friends in Brooksville.
Mr. and Mrs. Teagle, of Cleveland, arrived at their cottage at Parker Point re-

Bangor Saturday.
Joseph Stackpole, Emery Bonsey and
Fred Stanley are having Improvements

cently.
from
home
Mias Bessie Clongh is
Dorchester at which place she spent the

tbetr cottages.
S. Barron left Monday for a
two-weeks’ visit to ber brother, William
B. Ridley, at East Bluehlll.
made

Isaac Ralph and little daughter,
Northeast Harbor, are visiting Mrs.

Mrs.
of

on

Dr. William Peters, of Boston, arrived
Tuesday, and will spend his vacation at
the
A.

summer

home here of his

brother,

J.

Peters, jr.

AMHERST.
There will be a social dance at the town
hall, Thursday evening, July 2. Wilson’s
orchestra will furnish the music.

A.yers\
W’hat are your friends
saying
about you? That your
gray
hair makes you look
old?
And yet, you are not
forty'
Postpone this looking old.

Mrs. Asa

winter.

Miss Mary Anule Smith Is spending her
vacation with her sister, Mrs. Herbert
Seeds, at Clapboard island.
Miss Edith Erma Gasper arrived from
Lowell, Mass., Saturday to spend her vacation with ber nncle, Jndson G. Barron.

George Ralph.
Mr. and Mrs. Prescott and Mr. and Mrs.
Mayo have been the guests of Judge
Chase and wife.

Both of the Fries cottages are rented
season and Miss Louisa Fries is
stopping at “Moss Ledge” with Misses
Rose and Harmon.
for the

A

grange
time is

Hair Vigor
Use Ayer’s Hair

color

Vigor rcatoro<l th,

to my Cray hair. an<! |
It la all yoa Claim (or it
r ra.cd
Si ha. E.J. ViHDacaa

*
,m

FI

oo a bottl®.

j, c

iriB

Dark Hair
The Ellswobth
[The only

Amekicai*

oomrrr paper.}

_/A

|

I

|

Jim Dumps' physician
fell in.
Said he: “I'll have

once

no

draught or pill.”
Jim: “Ho, ho, you’re
on the shelf,
Ton who cure others,
Said

cure

yourself.”

Jia sent up some
Force
to him,
“That’s what he needs,”
"hen

week.
Mrs. Clara Herbert, of New York state,
who was visiting old friends here after an
absence of Borne years, was called to Boston Saturday by the death of her brother,
John Norton, who, owing to ill health,
committed suicide.

quoth

Sunny Jim.”

M.

NORTH BLUEHUL.
MEBTINQ.

Halcyon grange had a great time at its
last meeting. It entertained Narramissic

for doctor

grange, of Orland, and Rainbow grange,
of
North
Brookeville.
Four other
granges were represented—Highland, of
North Penobscot, Castine, Sedgwick and
East Biuehill. About 125 were present.
The first and second degrees were conferred in a creditable manner on a class of
five candidates. Supper was served in the
lower hall.
At the close of the work a short entertainment was given, the featare of which
was the music by Marston Howard,' violin, John Webster, tambourine, and A. T.
Gillis, bones—all members of Halcyon
grange.
The affair was a most enjoyable one

and

patient

flaa Eaten Three Caeee.
MI was attacked last May by appendicitis. A«I showed sifi-ns of recovery doctor
and I betran to cast around for a suitable diet
4

and as a result we fell upon
Force, which
I have
has been a wonderful boon to me.
H. II. Mill*k.”
eaten almost three cases.

:

throughout.
June 30.

Spec.

BIG TALK !
There’ll be lots of it
announcements of
times

a

now.

The discount

big discounts

on

season

clothing

is at hand.

appear.

The

season

when the

These spasms

always

come

“windy”

two

or

three

year.

Our Discount Season Lasts the Whole Year.
We

are

prices on piles of
great broadside all along the line.

going

to shrivel the

seasonable merchandise

that every dollar bill will appear to be of twice its
ordinary value. The
BIG HARD ROUND DOLLARS, and at the same time
get a suit from
so

Come and enjoy saving
sale opens with a
$ i to $3 less than you will have them shown elsewhere.
THE REASON—The reason for this sale is that we don’t propose to carry
Here is how we propose to get it:
want it.

100 Men’s Suits, former price
You

can

buy them

now

$8, $10, $12, $14.
for

$5, $6, $6.50,

$7, $8 and $9.
200

pairs of Men’s Pants, former price from

$2.50 to $4.
own

them for

If

we

have your size, you

$2, $2.50

and

$3.

can

over our

stock until another

We have made the

season.

same

We

can

use

the

liberal cut in

money, and

our

Boys’

Children’s Suits to close them out.
Boys’ Long Pants Suits, from 16 to 19 years,
from $4 to $10. Children’s Suits from 75c.
and

to

$5.

A special bargain in Men’s Jersey Ribbed Shirts
and Drawers, regular 35c. grade, clean-up
price, 19c.

W. R. PARKER CLOTHING CO.
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

“It
4'1'
j.j

for

county conference of the
churches at Castine last

GRANGE

t

Maehatilcirllla.

Congregational

June 30.

and

hair all
the deep, dark, rich color of
early life. Then be satisfied.

reported.

good

Vigor

restore to your gray

Hair

Miss Inez Hatoor, accompanied by her
Alex. Barron and wife, returned to her home at Salisbury Cove on

grandparents,

Mrs. Thomas Tapper, with her family, is Monday.
occupying her cottage at Parker Point.
Miss Ray Alta Dollard spent last week
Mr. Tapper is expected home from Europe
in Surry, visiting ber eunt, Mrs. Frankie
this month.
She was accompanied by Miss
Lord.
A handsome window has been placed in Helen
Campbell.
the Congregational church by Mrs. Carrie
The Harvest Home grange Is reported to
H. Stone as a memorial to her parents,
be in a prosperous condition. Tbirty-one
Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Hinckley.
visited it Saturfrom the Orland

attended the

SOMESVILLE.
Somesville Is proud of her young

summer.

June 30.

THE AMERICAN'S

BLUEHlLL.
Carol Hooper is at Northeast Har-

Miss

ELLSWORTH.

Mira Millie Devle Is with her grandmother, Mrs. Ann Davie.
John C. Meador visited his son Prank
A. at East Lamoine on Saturday.

Misses Minuie and Edith

The 8uoday school concert which

given

other page

bor.

few weeks there.

June 21

County Netrt,

toe

Stonington direct, kept over night and
delivered the next day; while there is
no facility for answering a letter received
Miss E. A. Macomber will close the
till a day after, except by taking a walk
day night.
York parties.
laundry Friday as she intends to spend
/
or a drive nearly three miles to Deer Isle
Spec.
June 29.
of
Water*
fourth
at
her
home
in
the
July
or Stonington.
Truly like the chance
ville. The laundry will be opened again
world ueven in this happy and perfect
DEDHAM.
the first of the following week.
world there are drawbacks”. However,
Augustas Blood Is seriously ill.
There was an interesting Children’s
this may be adjusted better after the route
E. W. Burrill has a carbuncle on bis
is established. The trouble lies in tLe day concert in the Baptist church Sunday
left wrist.
under the direction of Dr. R. P. Grindle,
route not extending to Deer Isle poetoffice,
Miss Lena Black is spending a few but switching off south of that and taking who has been the efficient superintendent
weeks at home.
of the Sunday school for many years.
a sweep round the west side of the island
Rev. E. Bean, Mrs. E. A. Chase, Mrs.
Joseph McLaughlin, while peeling bark so that there is no return mail for the day.
June 29.
: Ella M Hinckley, Mrs. L. J. Osgood, Mrs.
Ego.
last week, crushed the end of one of his
Mrs. M. E. Mayo
fingers.
, Carrie J. Lord and

Co., of Bangor.

letting down
c/ bargains

Miss

Gustavos

nice cottage built this summer. For several years Mr. Eaton has been mate on
the Lawson yacht, lately sold to New

A

Portland, Maine

other

for Additional

80UTII DEER ISLE.

Miss Lena
\

***

Walter Peirce, wife and
for Boston.

Mrs. Arie Burrill and lier daughters
Gertrude and Bertha, are at home for the
---—■—■—

County New*

Lewis

Eaton is having his new stable
finished ready for the tall crops.

FIND THE OTHER.
Health

other payee

tcs, see

MOUNTAIN VILLE.

ONE. YOU'LL

FIND

County Nc

WEST
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